City of Monona Citizen Survey Results

As of October 8, 2013
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Survey Respondents Demographics

Total number of Survey Respondents = 568
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Survey Respondents Demographics
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Survey Respondents Demographics
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1. Please check the box that best represents your opinion for
each of the following questions:
Satisfaction Index
Excellent = 9 points
Good = 3 point
Fair = 0 points
Poor = -9 points
No Opinion/Neutral = 0 points
Satisfaction Index = sum of (# responses * x points)
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1. Please check the box that best represents your opinion for
each of the following questions:
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1. Please check the box that best represents your opinion for
each of the following questions - COMMENTS
Affordability of living in Monona - Overall comments are taxes and rents are too
high

Homes in Monona are priced well above other communities in the area. Many
times these homes need much updating and renovating which can out price
young families.

I think it is hard for young families to buy homes in Monona due to the prices
and taxes.

Very high property tax rates

Houses are unaffordable for younger people/couples. Maybe offer an
incentive like Watertown does.

Many smaller houses are being torn down, and remodeled with much larger
homes being allowed by zoning, bldg permit process. This is pricing young
families out of market, and decreasing the no. of children using the school
system facilities IN Monona..

Although we are fortunate to live on the lake, the taxes are ridiculous!

Older housing for the price

houses are too expensive for the age of the homes and the taxes are too high
on these old homes. How is a young family who only makes 90,000.00 a year
to live in Monona.

I am glade Monona is building more apartments but who can afford $1200 a
month for rent. At that price why not buy. The apartments that are affordable
are old and needing repairs. There is really nice senior living but no really nice
family living. The school no longer want to work with children with problems
so what is there for a young struggling family?

Lack of affordable housing for young families is a barrier. There are not many
companies to work for here.

The new apartments going in on Monona Drive are $1000 a month for a one
bedroom if not more. This to me is NOT affordable living in Monona. When I
was a kid, there were single mothers who could afford the nice duplexes near
Immaculate Heart. I shouldn't have to live in squalor because I can't afford
$1000 and up for rent. I did get laid off in 2010, and although our rent is
affordable where we are, the landlord could care less about taking care of the
building. It's sad. I grew up here, and I want to stay here, but where do I fit
in? I'm not like other people with low income living here who don't care, it's
just taking me time to get back on my feet. I would love to rent one of the
newly built apartments, but seriously? who can afford that? It's a house
payment!













Affordability. The cost of water has skyrocketed!! The taxes are very high and
the value of my property continues to drop.
Retiring and affordability are linked for better or worse. Too many foreclosed
or distressed homes threatens the housing stock.
In the past 7 years, my property value has gone down 10% and my property
taxes have gone up 20% despite the city not providing any additional services.
The city has some kind of plan / direction for the future? That's news to me!
We need an affordable grocery store in Monona. We love Ken's, but since it's
really a convenience store attached to a meat market, their prices are
ridiculously high compared to a regular grocery store. And Copps is just plain
high compared to other groceries around the Madison area. Of course there
is Wal-Mart, but I'd much prefer to shop a local owner. It's a big need in the
community. The other need is high quality, yet still somewhat reasonably
priced preschool. I'm not talking about daycare...I mean true preschool for
those children who are 3 (and possibly 4 to work alongside the school district's
4K program). There are not a lot of choices for families with young children in
that area.
"Finding an apartment in Monona that has 2 - 3 bedrooms and between $650
- $800 per month are very slim. Several of the apartments in that range are
buildings that have not been kept up and need updating to make it more
affordable to rent (heating issues, basement leaks, lack of washer and dryer
hook ups to make doing laundry more affordable).
Trying to find a place to work in Monona and make more then $9 - $10 per
hour are very few. This does not make it easy to live and work here."
Property taxes are way too high! Cottage Grove should be made into it's own
school district.
Property taxes are too high
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1. Please check the box that best represents your opinion for
each of the following questions - COMMENTS
Raising children in Monona - Overall comments are it is difficult to raise children
as students are bussed out of Monona.

Feeling part of the community - Overall comments are mixed. Some feel the
community hasn't been friendly whereas others have been pleased.









I don't think Monona is an ideal place to raise children because of the fact
that they are bussed to Cottage Grove for Middle School. Ideally, all schools
they attend would be in the city.
Need to continue to ensure our schools are top-notch, so we can recruit
and retain families with children to live in Monona, despite the city having
aging homes. A strong recreation department (which Monona has) will
supplement an excellent school district (the perception is our school district
has gone downhill).
Was a much better place to raise children when schools were local. That's
why we moved to Monona.










We moved to Monona in 2007 and have been impressed by the sense of
community and the friendliness of the residents and especially the ease of
working with city government.
Monona has a small town community atmosphere with closeness to
Madison.
It can take a long time for new people to be fully accepted, not out of
mean-spiritedness but simply because so many of us have lived here for
decades. This aspect of Monona has improved and is improving
When my family moved to Monona 16 years ago, we didn't feel accepted or
even got a warm smile from the Monona community. The families that
have lived here for many years viewed us as outsiders and intruders.
However, we have chosen to stay until our children have completed high
school. If I were to do it all over again, I would not have chosen to build a
home in Monona. Small community=lack of neighborly friendliness.
We just moved here less than a year ago, but I couldn't be more thrilled. My
soon to be husband grew up in Monona and sung it's praises. I'd like more
community events where you get to meet people that are after 6pm.
My husband and I moved here in 2011 to raise our then 2-year-old son. It's
a wonderful place to raise a child, but we feel very remote and cut off from
our former "city" life and honestly haven't felt all that welcomed into the
community with the exception of a few neighbors.
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1. Please check the box that best represents your opinion for
each of the following questions - COMMENTS
Diversity in Monona - Overall comments are that Monona falls short of being a
diverse community.













"Many people in Monona are open and accept diversity, but not all. As
Monona is not very diverse, some may simply not be familiar with diversity
and respond in a negative way. A small number of people may simply not
like diversity and prefer to keep things ""the they are"".
h. There are a number of things that Monona can do to reduce its
environmental impact (e.g. bike paths, improve the situation for
pedestrians)."
(diversity) I work in the district and this is something we are always working
on and talking about. I'm not sure about the overall acceptance of the city.
As far as openness and acceptance of diversity, our yard signs where stolen
not once but twice by so called open minded neighbors during the last
election cycle. If you agree with the liberal mindset then yes we are all good
but if you have any conservative views you are treated as a pariah by others
here, not so accepting of diverse views after all.
With more diverse housing and more opportunities for common community
spaces as well as co-housing opportunities, Monona would gain in becoming
a diverse and open-minded community. Cleaning up Lake Monona should
be a bigger focus community-wide.
We were new to the school district last year and my son had difficulty with
some teachers and children. He is half Hispanic but was born here and
speaks perfect English. His class kept referring to him as being from Mexico
and speaking Spanish. I know my son felt a little misunderstood. We came
from the Madison School District which was a lot more diverse. I think
some cultural sensitivity training would be beneficial for the school staff, as
I felt similar treatment from his teacher and the principal.
Acceptance of diversity? what diversity?









Seems there are many people of color that live in Monona but are excluded
or not participating in many of the community events and so on. Perhaps a
more specific outreach to them to ask what they'd like, for example for
music at the "concerts in the park," or programs at the comm. center for
kids, and informing them of any stipends or adjusted prices for people in
lower incomes if need be, or what have you, to really include them and
allow them more comfort in being a part of their community.
Openness and acceptance of diversity falls short of a true commitment to
the value of a diverse community and building ways to attract more
diversity.
There is lack of affordable living in Monona. Renting a house, duplex or an
apartment seemed to be much higher than in Madison. Yes Monona has a
great school district but there is still a lot of racial tension on this city. I
have and I'm sure other parents have dealt with racial issues in the school
district. Monona has a long way to go in having "affordable family living"
and racial discrimination.
Openness and acceptance of diversity is not something that can be passive.
It must be actively pursued, and as a resident, I've never seen any active
pursuit or inquiries to [potential] residents on how to be better
accommodating to diversity.
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1. Please check the box that best represents your opinion for
each of the following questions - COMMENTS
Monona as an environmentally friendly city - Overall comments are there are
improvements that could take place to be more environmentally friendly
such as easier commuting (busses, bike paths, and sidewalks) as well as
green initiatives.














"Too many trees have been removed from the parks, Monona Drive in
recent years.
J. Rather than appreciating the unique nature of Monona, the advantages of
a small town, the City keeps pushing to become more like all the other
suburbs. Commercial & residential development have not brought us the
tax relief promised by Lisa Nelson et al back in the day.
K. (see above) Also, Monona allows the unfair assessment of smaller
lakeshore properties, spurring the replacement of smaller, environmentally
friendly residences by McMarsions that sprawl all over the property."
Monona is not designed or built to be walk able. For much of the city
neighborhoods, you can't readily walk to businesses. And the businesses are
not concentrated, but scattered. Monona could improve its management of
storm water.
We don't have either compost pickup or good bus service downtown
"I love the new Winnequah Road. Especially how it connects to the Capital
City Bike Trail. That was clever. It does concern me that the road is so
narrow, however. And as a biker, it is difficult to stay in the bike lane when
people's greenery is jutting out into the lane and sidewalk. Shouldn't the
city be cutting it back to keep the right of way clear? It is dangerous to
squeeze cars and bikers and walkers going in opposite directions so closely.













J. The high density development on Monona Drive concerns me. It doesn't
have any green space devoted to it. Safety for kids going to MGHS will need
to be addressed. (biking or walking).





K. The high costs of city development projects concern me. For example,
$16,000 to create some woodchip paths in Maywood Park?"



Lack of sidewalks makes it more dangerous to travel on foot. It also seems
like fewer kids and families hang out in their front yards because there
aren't side walks.
Would love to see more business that were within walking distance and
would like to see Metro bus service in Monona again
In general, Monona seems pretty environmentally aware, but I am
enormously disappointed that so many people apply chemical sprays to
their lawns, especially lakefront homeowners!
Love Monona, we're fairly new (6 months). I've heard of some
environmental activities, but am not sure how to find out more. I'm a little
saddened by the number of people (and the schools!) with pesticides on
their lawns...would sure like to see more on that. Also, it would be nice for
those of us on corners to be able to see more of the night sky...the street
lamps are bright and illuminate far more than just the intersection. But
really, these are small comments compared to our delight in being here!
Monona still has a way to go to address the ongoing problem of controlling
polluted runoff from construction sites. Despite improvements under
Mayor Miller, enforcement continues to be lacking on major construction
projects including Monona Drive and Broadway Ave sewer repairs.
Need more retention ponds for rain run off. Street sweeping more
frequently.
"The ""City of trees"" has cut down a lot of trees.
The bike lane/sidewalk bump outs on Winnequah are dangerous. Having
clearly painted street lines are much better. Roundabouts would be safer
than 3 way stops/stop signs."
The Monona Parks should have a recycling bin next to the garbage can.
Also, it would be great to have a compost pick- up like many other cities,
thus decreasing the amount of garbage. Sidewalks would be lovely too, at
least in some of the busier streets.
Would love to see Monona really make strides in environmental
stewardship, both in its management of public properties and in the
services available to residents. Green initiatives would be stellar
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1. Please check the box that best represents your opinion for
each of the following questions - COMMENTS
The direction Monona is moving for the future - Overall comments are that more
communication is needed on where the city is headed.








It's unclear to me what direction Monona is moving towards for the future
I feel like the city of Monona sees progress as building more buildings to
increase the tax base. There are still lots of environmental issues, spraying
of fields with Round-up, allowing chemicals into the lake, the perception of
yard other than grass is not moving in the right direction fast enough. Old
Monona is still holding too tightly to it's vision of "neatness" above all else.
The music in the park is a great thing. Utilizing parks for growing spaces
would be wonderful. A better plan for management of sewage in our city
so there are no basement back ups. This is disgusting and not well
managed. I would like to see the city involved in trying to be innovative
with our waste stream overall. Other things I would like to see: further set
backs from Monona Drive, encouragement of alternative building, subsidies
for energy efficiency, True Green Chem. Lawn banned, more funds to our
library which served as the center of our community, wider sidewalks on
Monona Drive!!!!
I am concerned about the long term future of Monona. More new shoddy
apartment buildings don't add to the sense of community. Monona has no
downtown...and Monona dr wasn't designed with this as a factor
Need more info on what future plans are.
don't know a lot about future direction of the city (plans, goals). Maybe
increased visibility to those things would help. Not sure where to get that
information (which may be my fault!)











My comment for (future ) is while I gave a, good rating, I am concerned
about the future in regards to bringing in businesses to Monona particularly
on Monona Dr.( towards the Middle and North end ). While it is good to
see the new apartments being built I don't feel there is enough retail
coming into that area to accommodate the new residents, such as coffee
shops or a bagel shop or a bakery. Plus, I have heard that McDonald's may
pull out completely due to a "sign" issue, which I think is ridiculous.
McDonald's has been there forever or so it seems. We need them to stay,
we need to retain businesses, not push them out. Please make it work with
them. We need more and / or better retail on Monona Drive in some areas.
The communication about where the city is headed is lacking therefore I
can't comment on my opinion of it.
I really have no idea what the "direction Monona is moving in" is.
I don't think we know what direction Monona is going. I believe that it is
under the radar as far as Dane County is concerned. I think we need to
focus on getting the thirty something's to invest in the community. I
believe that outsiders consider Monona stogy.
"Monona need fresh ideas. The Plan Commission is at best stale. It
continues to promote the same ideas that have not be successful in the
past, ie, combined commercial and residential development, and are more
concerned on how things look (signs, landscaping, color of the bricks,
materials used) rather than what reality is. Plan Commission has probably
driven away more business and development than they have attracted.
Most of the members have been on the commission for over 15 years,
some approaching 20. Time to get new blood in there (Seems to be a lot of
personal grudges by members). Similar problem with the CDA.
Monona could be much improved by the ""old guard"" stepping aside and
letting new, younger people get a chance at governing."
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1. Please check the box that best represents your opinion for
each of the following questions - COMMENTS
Monona as a place to live - Overall comments are mixed. More focus needs to
take place on younger family needs. Sidewalks and bike paths need to be
created and/or improved. More business for the area.

Monona lacks affordable walk-able shopping. Groceries, shopping is spread
out- not easy nor really safe to walk to with lack of sidewalks, and most of
the shopping big box stores near the beltline. Also there is no weekend
transportation options for workers without cars. Voting is difficult in the
winter trying to walk on icy dark streets without sidewalks. D Lack of
sidewalks is dangerous also for kids, though great parks available. H Lots of
trees and water but it is hard to manage in Monona without a car, so how
green can that be? Farmers market is even set off near beltline. New bike
lane son Monona Drive are a great addition.

I would like the city to be more sustainable and have better public
transportation. Would also like to have some restaurants/stores in the city
center (close to Winnequah Park). That would make the city a better place
to live!

It's difficult for a middle-aged straight white male whose children are adults
and who is not retired to get an accurate sense of the extent to which a
community is open and accepting of diversity, a place to raise children, or a
place to retire.

Good infrastructure - strong level of services; relatively high property taxes,
but good value;

I think the people who live on the lake front enjoy Monona quite a bit.
Monona is not quite as pleasant for everyone else. Are there zoning
regulations and building codes in Monona? You would not know it. On
Madison's side of the Lake, there is ample public access to Lake Monona,
the homes are appropriate to the lot side and from that side the lake is
visible to people other than lakeside residents. In Monona, grotesquely
large homes overfill small lots so that any view of the lake is completely
blocked out; there is very little public access to the water, the public boat
ramps are not well maintained (the access is filled with stone that does not
remain level and is never properly fixed); the little bit of public access to
the water that exists is encroached upon by the developers building the
gargansions (example: the builder has been driving through Wyldehaven
Park with their heavy equipment, the front steps of the new lake home is









butted up next to the pathetic little walkway going down to the public's
water access .) Bikers who try to ride the "Lake Loop" can't see Lake
Monona while riding on Tonyawatha Trail. Incidentally, what contribution is
required to get a "Friends of the Lake" sign for my yard? It is clearly not an
environmentally friendly yard. Landscapers come to the properties sporting
these signs and dump all kinds of chemicals on to those lake front lawns.
(lack of supervision of boaters on lake may be Madison problem too) For
the first time in many years, this year there were children at Esther Beach in
the swim area. Unfortunately, the swim area has not been well maintained
and it is very shallow. People need to leave that area in order to swim.
However, people swimming in that cove are at risk of being run down by
reckless boaters who speed through there very regularly (often circling b/c
they have a skier.) I saw a swimmer have to dive down near a pier to avoid
getting killed by a reckless boater, who lives about three houses to the left
of Ester Beach and is a neighbor of the person he nearly killed. I called the
sheriff and at the time they did nothing about the boater. Finally, many
people have dogs in Monona but all of the public parks have "no dog" signs.
While it is understandable to some degree to keep certain areas free of dog
waste, it is contrary to reason to prohibit dogs in the portion of Akhusa (sp)
Park that is overrun by geese and consequently, goose crap. Finally, given all
the prohibitions, it would be decent of the city to have at least 1 dog park.
Most of my neighbors are fabulous.
The Library is fantastic.
Most important to me are the library and the cordiality and professionalism
of city employees. Monona ranks best in those categories to me.
"No sidewalks/walking paths for walking, no dog park, no park area by the
lake that is kept up.
Poor road conditions during winter, ( no sand or salt used )"
Monona is a good place to live. But there is too much focus on creating
smaller lots, and more crowding. Emphasis should be on creating or
expanding living space. Tax base is nice, but should not be pursued with the
idea of fitting people into small spaces. Esthetics are as important as tax
base.
We need restaurants and family friendly pubs where people will meet and
socialize
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1. Please check the box that best represents your opinion for
each of the following questions - COMMENTS
Monona as a place to live continued

















Monona needs a downtown area to eat, shop and play. It is a beautiful city
and we need to utilize the lake for it beauty by having nice restaurants,
shopping and more. I own a business in the blighted area and I am all for
getting a downtown there.
Whoever designed the new road in Monona Dr, should have put in more
turn lanes. They have made it harder instead of easier to navigate and then
on a drive.
Would love to see Monona work on being a top-notch environmentally
friendly city. Would also love to see Monona work on improving businesses
specifically restaurants. For example, Atwood has a lot of great unique
restaurants and breweries that are within walking and biking distance.
Would love Monona to have more restaurants like those in Atwood. Not a
fan of the chain restaurants. Otherwise we really love Monona.
"Nicer beaches and better lake parks would be nice.
Glacial Drummand is pretty far away.
Don't know the direction Monona is headed."
Housing options are limited and expensive. It is a desirable place to live,
because it is family friendly (I feel like my kids are safe here), but the square
footage, age, and style of homes is very limited and costly. So you can
afford to buy, but not update a home. Love the schools and community.
Business and employment is limited here though. I worry about taxes as
well, will I always be able to afford to live here?
"I LOVE Monona.... I wish there was a ""downtown""-type area to give it a
little of a smaller town feel. I know this is not very feasible.
Taxes. I appreciate what my taxes pay for, but........"
I'm happy in Monona. That said, the park on Tecumseh is FULL of rocks and
worse than it was before it was redone. I used to have an office in Monona,
but I moved it because the office space on Monona Drive and Broadway is
dumpy.
Monona as a place to live: I feel that the residents maintain their property
very well in Monona. This adds to the overall positive environment.
















Grew up there and strongly considering moving back. This explains my
responses to some of the latter questions. I hope the Monona I remember
as a child still exists!
This is a marvelous city. We do need better access to public transportation
and a consistent approach to expanding the use of bicycles. Due to errors in
the past, we'll be living with these problems for some time, but that does
mean we can't keep pushing forward.
"community - it can feel very insular, esp. with the older crowd...like they
don't want newcomers here who could (""gasp"") change things
Without good public transit options, I will likely move when the time comes
to retire.
[On this question of environment, I wish you had a middle choice between
""good"" and ""fair."" A middle/neutral answer would have worked for
some of these answers!]
so much more could--and needs to be--done towards the environment and
towards sustainability. We are taking baby steps, but need to lead, rather
than follow."
"I feel that some of the services we provide for children are wonderful but
sometimes limited, like closing the pool too early (used to open till after
labor day and then some evenings), warming house and ice rink, lack of
sidewalks.
Taxes are high for some younger folks."
Need better restaurants
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1. Please check the box that best represents your opinion for
each of the following questions - COMMENTS
Neighborhood as a place to live - Overall comments are issues with neighbors.

Drugs are being dealt in our neighborhood and have been for years. We
have complained and little or nothing is being done. Our neighbor has not
mowed his back yard for two years and has not mowed his front yard this
year - we have complained and nothing has been done. He has not had
running water for months - where is he relieving himself? We all know
what this does to the value of our home and to the reputation of a "City of
Pride". We need to do more about the obvious deterioration of some of
the property in Monona. How about published guidelines for everyone to
follow and make sure they are enforced.

Many residences have excess vehicles, unkept yards, and refuse.

Would love to see incentives to revitalize existing homes that are falling into
disrepair

Love my neighborhood however we are seeing increased car speeds down
our street and parking on both sides of the street. Although there is no rule
against this it make the neighborhood look trashy, which we had alternate
side parking all the time. Just my two cents.

Get rid of the law allowing chickens. My neighbor has chickens that hop my
fence and run in my yard, scratch at things on my property. They have
about 10 chickens now. That is too much!

Monona as a place to retire - Overall comments are it is hard to get around
Monona and not affordable to retire.

Retire and Affordability -these are problematic areas for seniors on fixed
incomes.

I've lived in Monona for 40 years-feel I am not going to be able to stay in my
home when I totally retire as taxes increase and home value decreases. I
live on Roselawn Ave and it has become a thoroughfare for anyone wanting
to go to the strip mall on Broadway; also multiple semis using it as cut
through. Road is in terrible shape and, of course, when repaired, the
residents will pay for the destruction. I want to stay in my home as long as
possible but question if I can. Also do we need to keep building these
looming apt/condos on the drive?

I think retired people should ideally be able to walk or take public
transportation to medical services and food services, which you can't do
here.

I was raised in Monona and my son was raised in Monona. I will always live
in Monona it is a great community.

Lack of walk able neighborhoods is an issue as we get older - sidewalks are
needed to feel safe. Senior housing is close to some amenities, but far from
senior center and library.

With no connection to Madison bus service and not many walk able options
it's hard to say I'd want to retire here

Retirement? Sorry it is a great place but I want a beach in Mexico! :)

not a place to retire-Florida is the place to retire or Texas-not WI
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1. Please check the box that best represents your opinion for
each of the following questions - COMMENTS
Quality of life in Monona - Overall comments are mixed. Many comments
around needs for younger families.

The library is such an asset to this community.

I have been in Monona for 7 years, and have seen dramatic, permanent
changes that really impress me. The city has a very forward-looking
perspective, and understands the value of long-term investment.

"2 major concerns.

1. Yard stuff. Too many people have too much stuff in their yards and visible
to their neighbors. Stuff includes perpetual yard sales; vehicles parked on
grass; Trampolines in front yard; Boats (more than 1);

2. Future development. I don't feel good about about apartments being
built in Monona. This introduces a transient population which drags the
community and especially the schools down.













Other items:
A: Monona lacks sidewalks leading to the elementary schools. Especially
along Winnequah. I know, with assessments they are a tough sell! Good
luck getting re-elected after you push more sidewalks. With that said I'm
happy I don't have a sidewalk (less snow to shovel in the winter).
B: Speeding. People drive too fast on Nichols, Dean, and Winnequah."
"Wow, water is pricey.
I'd like to see proposals for having our middle school kids here and not in CG
within a certain timeframe to give time to build up some money for that
cause.
I pick up a LOT of trash at Dream Park. every time I'm there. More signage
and awareness raising on that issue."
In my opinion, Monona continues to remain a corridor that people travel
through rather than a destination. There is no sense of a downtown area or
shops that bring shoppers here. There continue to be business that are
major eye sores on Monona Drive. Flower baskets in the summer would
create a nice aesthetic & retailers decorating their storefronts for holiday
festivities.
The street signs on Monona Drive are terrible. It is very hard to see out into
the road.
I would like more exercise activities sponsored by the recreation
department, also social activities for empty nesters.

















Monona is falling behind on recreational activities. Look to increase the
number of social activities each year. What about a Bocce court next to the
blue children's playground equipment in Winnequah park, a music venue in
Winnequah Park, for Fri / Sat nights, low cost city subsidized boat rental at
Schluter beach (stand up paddle boards, kayak, fishing boats, pontoon
boats).
"We love having our ""own"" police force. When we here the news about
things that happen in other parts of Dane County,
we are grateful for the privacy and safety of Monona. The parks are
beautiful and diverse. Our children enjoyed the high school very much!
Thanks! "
"About diversity, one should ask the people of color who live here about
that question. It is pretty much irrelevant what the white people say about
this in a predominantly white community. Yes, diversity can be more than
race and ethnicity, but there is no getting around we are a predominantly
white community. Have heard people making disparaging remarks about
ethnic restaurants, etc. We have a ways to go.(affordability)This should
have been asked relative to neighboring communities. Cannot answer that
question without a frame of reference.
(environment)Poor marks for this because our city is built for people who
own cars. The bus service is really crummy unless you work downtown, at
UW or at a hospital during regular business hours. More people are
commuting by bicycle year-round but the bike routes are not maintained in
the winter."
"I would love my neighborhood even more if we had sidewalks!
I feel it's a bit difficult for new people to feel welcome in Monona, mainly
because so many people have lived here for a long time. There is still a
certain feeling of ""that's the way we've always done it"".
We would be a more environmentally friendly city if we had more sidewalks
and ways to walk or bike to stores and restaurants."
A large part of the high score on quality of life relates to the schools and
families in the community
The quality of the staffing for our police department shouldn't be any less
than in the past years.
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1. Please check the box that best represents your opinion for
each of the following questions - COMMENTS

Monona as a place to work - Overall comments are Monona does not have a lot
of opportunities for work.

Not a quality work center in Monona. Commercial districts are dispersed
and not coherent or well mixed. There is very little business energy in
Monona, although some individual businesses are probably doing fine. It
does not have a "center" or "commercial heart"

Few jobs with a decent wage.

I don't really know about the working conditions but I don't see anything
wrong at this time.

There are very few job opportunities other than fast food in Monona. We
are lucky that we are able to get our jobs on the west side of Madison fairly
easy. It is the community, not the jobs that keep us in Monona.

Monona as a place to work is marked as "fair" simply because the number
of jobs in Monona relative to Madison is quite small in most industries. The
climate in Monona seems quite good to me, it is just that the options are
limited.

Other comments

I thought the survey was too vague. Too subject and not objective enough.
More question seeking more details would be welcomed.

I am city staff filling out the form.

I think it absolutely mindless to have half of the new road construction
concrete and the other half blacktop

Monona is served better by being in the shadow of Madison then it is being
tied to Cottage Grove.

Get a dog park and night life
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2. Below are the City services your tax dollars pay for. Please rate the IMPORTANCE and QUALITY
of the following City services. For each service listed below, please select the response that
best reflects your opinion of the IMPORTANCE and QUALITY of each City service.

Importance Index
Very Important = 9 points
Somewhat Important = 3 points
Somewhat Unimportant = -3 points
Very Unimportant = -9 points
No Opinion/Neutral = 0 points
Importance Index = sum of (#
responses * x points)
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2. Below are the City services your tax dollars pay for. Please rate the IMPORTANCE and QUALITY
of the following City services. For each service listed below, please select the response that
best reflects your opinion of the IMPORTANCE and QUALITY of each City service.

Top 10 Largest Gaps

Quality / Execution
Excellent Quality/Execution = 9 pts
Good Quality = 3 points
Fair Quality = -3 points
Poor Quality = -9 points
Don’t Know = 0 points
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2. Below are the City services your tax dollars pay for. Please rate the IMPORTANCE and QUALITY
of the following City services. For each service listed below, please select the response that best
reflects your opinion of the IMPORTANCE and QUALITY of each City service - COMMENTS
Bikers
 the bike lanes in this community should be a higher priority; Monona is close enough to
bike to so many places.
 traffic laws need to be enforced for bicycle riders. majority of bicycle riders ignore traffic
regulations

 I'm not sure if the city of Monona owns the area by the bike trail that goes over to
Wonona Way but it would be great to get a circle mirror up on the tree at the bend past 
the boat launch area near the apartments. You can't see around the corner and I've seen 
people come very close to crashing there. Also, with kids they may not always stay to the
far right and when people are riding bikes around that corner I'm always nervous
someone will hit a child."
 The pedestrian/bike lane on the south end of Winnequah is much appreciated. Why isn't
this extended to the entire street???? I'm a walker and cars go way too fast on that end.
The painted bike/walk lines would help to slow cars down, I believe. I'd also be a

supporter of a few speed bumps placed on the road.

 Improve safety for bikers/walkers on major roads, including Winnequah.
 The Baskerville/Winnequah/Winnequah Trail intersection is not biker or pedestrian

friendly. Please improve this area! Designating walking/biking areas with painted lines 
would be a good start, and reducing the speed. It would be nice if the entire Dream Park
had a sidewalk around all sides.

Parks

 Love the pool, amazed more people don't use it

 Swimming lessons at the outdoor pool are the best we found of 3 places!
 Park and Recreation: Jake has done a wonderful job with improving the parks and it is
great to see families using the smaller parks. What he had done with the additional

classes and events have helped bring the community together."
 The Winnequah/Dream park would benefit from clear markation of the path, especially 
in the green area between the park and the houses. It's hard to tell how to exit and enter
the park. Connect all the parks in the area by sidewalk.

 Very disappointed for the pool to close early this year. What's the point of a beautiful
facility if we don't use it. The pool is an inexpensive way to celebrate the last days of

summer.
 Rec. classes choice is improving in quality and variety."

Sidewalks
 the sidewalks we have seem in fine repair, I just wish we had a lot more. Walking or
riding bikes with kids is kind of scary.

 I really love living in Monona, but a more thorough system of sidewalks in my
neighborhood would go a long way in making me feel more connected to my neighbors. 
I have a young child, and taking walks means having to walk in the street. When I see
neighbors when out walking, I would love to stop and chat with them, but since we are 
often standing in the street, it feels unsafe to do so when I am with my young daughter. I 

suspect sidewalks are expensive, and I know residents would have to shovel them in the
winters, but residential sidewalks are the one thing I really wish we had more of in
Monona. I honestly believe I would know our neighbors better if we had them, and my
young daughter would know those neighbors better too.
More safe walk areas-lack of sidewalks-too many do not heed speed limits in city limits.
Street lighting poor in some areas-not comfortable walking in street in the dark.
No actual sidewalks for neighborhood walking
Sidewalks? Where? Monona could use more sidewalks for sure in neighborhoods.
Greenway Cross needs a bike/pedestrian lane at the least, like the one on Schluter that
leads to the 5-way intersection of Schluter, Greenway, etc. Greenway is already wide
enough. It would just need some paint to make the bike/pedestrian lane. This is a busy
road in the morning and afternoon and my kids bike to and from school as often as
possible."
WE NEED SIDEWALKS!!
If you are going to have sidewalks trees need to be trimmed up high enough for a person
to walk on the sidewalks.
Do NOT add sidewalks to the streets where there are none.
remove the ""sidewalk"" bump outs on WInnequah - the risks of hitting bicycles is high
when they go around those things."
Very Poor enforcement of home owners not clearing sidewalks of snow and ice...
Better enforcement of clearing snow and ice from sidewalks, full width.
REALLY wish there were more sidewalks around here. Very hard with kids to walk/bike
Need sidewalks on winnequah especially the block around dream park and really any
park
A sidewalk on Winnequah would be great. There is a lot of pedestrian, bike, and auto
traffic, with kids and a big hill from Nichols to Bridge Rd.
the existing sidewalks are great but they are really only on dean and Nichols, as a parent
of small children I wish Monona had more sidewalks.
need more sidewalks. Many people won't walk without them. (Research shows this is
true.)
Many areas without sidewalks and with roads not in good shape making them dangerous
to walkers, particular older ones.
We do not need city sidewalks in most of Monona. We walk all over Monona and so did
our kids and we did not have a problem. It is nice to have sidewalks on Nichols and Dean
but don't think it is necessary elsewhere
The lack of sidewalks has been one of the main detractors for us through the years we
have lived in Monona.
sidewalks are a priority to families with young children. Monona could attract more
families if we had sidewalks.
Widespread sidewalks are wrong for Tree City Monona and for its many senior residents
the situation with bike lanes and sidewalks have to improve!
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Comments on Quality
Recycling and Trash
Fire and EMT
 Many times the garbage's are overflowing at the Dream Park after the weekend. Also,  I recently visited the Fire Department for the first time since moving to Monona. I was
people who rent the shelter should have to clean up the area better.
extremely shocked that ONLY 2 Firefighters were working. They stated this is the normal
 would really like to have recycling picked up weekly as it is difficult to go the full 2 weeks
staff for manning the Engine and ambulance 24/7 and has been since 1983. I'm still
before recycling pick up.
shocked and puzzled
 Recycling could be improved so that more materials could be recycled.
 impressive how highly trained our community's EMTs are!
 City response to trash, construction businesses in homes, construction debris,
 Need for more full time staff for the Fire/Ems dept.
abandoned cars, etc. is very poor. If you do not complain in writing, no follow up!
 Not enough full time staff on the fire department
 While it appears streets are being worked on and I understand not all can be done at the  Dane county has a 911 center already, eliminate confusion, central dispatching for
same time, Dean Ave. is a heavy trafficked road and is extremely rough. It's also part of
Fire/EMS
the bike path and it is so rough that while turning my head to check to see if a car is
 I believe the city needs to work more with Fire/EMS on getting and retaining more
behind me so I could make a safe turn I ended up injuring my neck. I, and others, would
Volunteers. Our community does not advertise enough for the need of more volunteers.
really like to see that road repaired. Also, that gravel stuff that's put on is worthless.
Community TV, City message boards, city website, possibly even on city newsletters. I
 we could use recycling pick up every week. We recycle about twice as much as we have
also believe that the Fire/EMS has done a horrible job at recruiting and retention.
refuse
Volunteering is FREE.
 Every other month, should provide pickup for refuse that does not fit in provided
 I'm impressed with our new Fire Chief...but it seems as if we really dump a lot of money
container. Very difficult for us to lug our own trash to the dump with such limited service
on preventative resources. If a fire were to actually occur in the city (how many have we
from the city now.
had the past 10 years?) we could have a Madison Fire Department or another nearby FD
 refuse collection is way worse that it used to be. I understand that the bins are great, but
respond. I'm all for having a FD, but if it comes to the point where we're taking away
when you have another larger item, it's a hassle."
from Park & Rec or Police...that's non-sense. Don't even tell me about 'fire alarms',
 could go to biweekly refuse collection; would be nice to see compost collection at the
either. How many of them are legit? Less than 1%.
curb
 coordinate street sweeping with refuse collection days. Don't sweep streets with refuse
bins sitting in the street for collection,- that's a waste of effort. If possible, sweep a
neighborhood the day after refuse collection.
 We should narrow some of the streets, take parking away on one side and put in
sidewalks.
 "All the construction on Monona Drive has reeked havoc on side streets including Dean
Avenue.
 Several of the streets are in very poor condition including Dean Ave. Lots of potholes
and uneven areas.
 I am very impressed with the streets team. They do a wonderful job with the streets
especially when we have snow storms. They do a great job.
 The city needs to spend as much money and effort on street repair and maintenance as
it spends on park shelters and playgrounds.
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Comments on Quality
Monona Drive
 Monona Drive is no improvement from my perspective. I am also very disappointed in
the quality of plantings put in on Monona drive. They are poor choices, poorly planted
and poorly spaced. A huge waste of money.
 Planning is haphazard on Monona Drive. There are too many business spots and not
enough customers. There needs to be a plan for Monona Drive. There needs to a be a
city center planned.

 I was very disappointed to see the investment in sod for the first segment of the

Monona Drive reconstruction wasted since it wasn't watered and died. I hope the new
segment will be better maintained. The street looks great!
Zoning

 The city has done a great job of providing excellent services at a reasonable cost. There 
has also been a great balance between enforcing zoning regulation and granting
reasonable exceptions. Having come from Madison and Fitchburg I find the city a

pleasure to deal with, even on tough issues. The tine is very inclusive and my impressing
is that time and money are, for the most part, being spent in the right places. One

specific comment - please do not feel the need to put sidewalks everywhere. It is solving
a problem that doesn’t exist.

 "The zoning is not fair in this city. The new apartments on Monona Drive are almost
right on the street. It feels like an imposing structure. And you have ruined the business 
next door. No one can see the business next door because you let this new apartment 
dwarf his structure. Its seems like we have rules for everyone to follow unless you have
a lot of money and then you can do whatever you want. Not fair!

 Overall pretty darn good. Get the zoning and general nuisance stuff in order. Standards
are important and set the example. There is a lot of crap in people's yards,, etc
 Zoning etc., not an easy job by any means, it would be nice to see the beginnings of a

real focus on focused areas.
- Instead of 3 little shopping areas and the rest spread
out... A good looking retail center. Hope you get what I was saying, I didn't do well."
 Monona does a great job of enforcing zoning and ordinances, without taking away
private property rights.

 Monona seems to have no zoning regulations
 Need more enforcement of zoning ordinances, especially for lakefront properties and
storm sewers (but you're getting there!).
 Appears to me that there has been a history of poor zoning along Monona Drive leading
to a lack of useful retail and dining options. Would love to have more cafes, coffee shops
and restaurants on Monona Drive. No interest in fast food or chains.
 "I found the process for obtaining a variance for a front porch extremely frustrating a

few years ago. We had to attend three meetings before there was a quorum on the
committee. We had a relatively simple issue and were prepared with plans and
statements from our neighbors. A gentleman was also there with hope of building a
very large house on a small lake lot and obtaining a variance on all sides. By comments I
overheard between him and a committee member, it was apparent that the committee
member was biased toward this gentleman and told him his request was a ""no

brainer."" This despite heavy opposition and turnout at the meetings by neighbors. As a
landlocked city, I understand the need to help homeowners improve their home so
homes can be assessed at a higher value and benefit the tax base; however, I think the
process should operate equally for those who own smaller homes that aren't on the
lake. We are planning a fairly major remodeling project and I'm anxious to see how the
permitting and zoning process works for us this time.
Snow Plowing
I always wanted to commend the Monona snow removal department for their quality
job and timely snow removal during all the snow storms last winter. They put the City of
Madison snow removal department to shame.
City does a great job removing snow and ice.
Large amount of snow is being left on streets during winter. I felt sometimes that our
street had not been plowed at all for days."
Snow removal...I live on a corner and every big snow fall the plow will dump big amounts
of snow right in front of my driveway. This is unacceptable.
Removal of Snow and Ice: I understand that is difficult to keep the ends of driveways
relatively clear.
Snow & ice on roads in Monona are terrible. The build up causes horrible rutts that
wreck the suspension in vehicles to be harmed. Plow side roads as well as main roads.
Snow removal is hit/miss
there need to be more snow removal crews, many streets are often snow and icecovered even a day after the storm.
Snow removal is too often done too soon.....we spend money to remove snow
needlessly when it is warming, sun is shining, or snowfall is <2"". Way, way too much
salt is used, and no sand is used. Use more sand and less salt."
During the first part of this past winter (2012-13), very large piles of snow & ice were
routinely left at the end of our driveway after snow truck removal passes were
completed on our street. It was very frustrating to be required to chip/shovel away very
large pieces of snow & ice, after being gone all day at work.
Three times this last winter I would not have been able to make it to work if I didn't have
a high-clearance AWD car. I was shoveled out of my own driveway, but it seemed to me
like the crews were waiting for the snow to stop rather than get things cleared by rush
hour (7:30 AM at the latest). Rush hour is ALL that matters. I'm not going to be late for
work because of snow, and I hate to think I need to keep a HumVee in our garage just to
get there because the crews are waiting for the snow to stop before getting streets
clear."
Snow removal quality and timing has been inconsistent the past two years -- when done
on time, it's done excellently. But several times crews appear to have waited until
considerable snow has fallen. NOT a reflection of work crews out doing the work -excellent service. But waiting for 4-5 inches of snow to fall before sending out crews can
make it difficult to navigate streets.
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Comments on Quality
Transit
 Not even mentioned are needed PARATRANSIT SERVICES (including better coordination
with City of Madison Para transit Services)
 improved public transportation within Monona, given that the population is aging and
will be driving less in the near future“
Quality of Services
 We have wonderful services. We have great police, fire, ems, and community
parks/pool. I am very proud to live here.
 The library and pool are wonderful. We are pleased with the schools, trash and
recycling, police, and parks and rec. services. Too many outdoor cats leave dead rabbits
in my yard. Please upgrade Arrowhead park soon.
 The community pool is excellent and the water aerobics class offered in the summer is
outstanding. Why is the Monona Grove High School pool not utilized more in the fall,
winter, spring months and publicized?
 I believe certain city services are of very high quality and are essential to the health and
well-being of The city government has improved in many areas in the last 6-8 years.
Many of the services that I marked as 'excellent' or merely 'good' used to be 'fair' or
even 'poor'; and many of the 'just' good are headed towards excellence. I'm especially
thinking of library, parks, and EMS.
 Senior services are excellent, probably much more than most other cities, with the % of
seniors.
 Most of the excellent programs for small children, are offered during the week days.
 My experience with both Police and Fire Protection services has been excellent. I think
that adds a lot to my enjoyment of living in Monona.
 City services in Monona are excellent. I have received service from the Street
Department, Fire Dept. etc. I have also served on the Public Works Commission and
Zoning Board of Appeals. I have appeared before the City Council to petition for the
vacation of a platted, but undeveloped street. In a cases the City was responsive and
positive.
 Those of us who live anywhere MGHS students park get shorted on city services re:
streets, brush collection, snow removal and have been requesting for decades to have
better police patrol in the neighborhood for unsafe driving. Additionally we have daily
trash pick up in our yards after MGHS students drive off (from their fast food lunches).
Frequently in the winter we cannot access our home sidewalks because students park
their cars in from of them particularly when snow mounds up on the curb.
Stormwater/Drainage
 Storm Drainage systems needs retention ponds to collect street debris."
 Divert the storm drainage system away from the lakes!
 Storm drainage - I think this will be much better when Monona Dr. work is done. All

ready improved in the areas that have been finished."
 need to address the problems caused by larger storm events.
 Storm Drainage could improve if more rain gardens were built.
 . I live on the lagoon, and ever since you put these pumps in, which brings down all of
the storm sewer water to be pumped into the lagoons, the lagoons are dirty all the time.
We used to have clear water and could see the bottom. Now it's dirty all the time.
Police
 Our police and fire response is what puts us ahead of Madison.
 Also, have complained to police several times about serious speeding problem on my
street and not seen a serious enforcement effort. I recognize that speeding enforcement
isn't very exciting on some of our low traffic streets, but that doesn't mean there's not a
problem.
 Our Police Department is top notch and should be given every resource they ask for. I'm
not going to show up at a City Hall Meeting or anything like that- but if I start to see part
of Monona turn into parts of ghetto Madison because are idiot city council is seemingly
always trying to cut their resources (whether its a cop or dispatch) I'm going to move my
family in a heartbeat. If I even continue to see the city's attempt to cut their resources
I'm going to consider moving. Places like Middleton and Sun Prairie...all they do is invest
into their police departments and it shows."
Traffic
 I am concerned about the poor quality of traffic control around MGHS. It doesn't seem
like a lot have thought has been put into the safety of bikers and walkers and drivers. I
hope this is addressed in the street improvement going on. For sure the traffic light
should be operational whenever there is an event in the evening. I have noticed that
often it is just blinking. That is hazardous when there is a line of cars trying to turn left
onto Monona Drive. Also, during construction, there should be traffic police helping
students safely to and from school at MGHS.
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Comments on Quality
Traffic

 I am concerned about the poor quality of traffic control around MGHS. It doesn't seem
like a lot have thought has been put into the safety of bikers and walkers and drivers. I
hope this is addressed in the street improvement going on. For sure the traffic light
should be operational whenever there is an event in the evening. I have noticed that
often it is just blinking. That is hazardous when there is a line of cars trying to turn left
onto Monona Drive. Also, during construction, there should be traffic police helping

students safely to and from school at MGHS.
Businesses
 I would like to see more assistance to the business owners who have the older buildings
to be able to do significant repairs and upgrades. I do not feel that it is okay to label

them as "blighted" or "run down" for these businesses were part of the history of
Monona and provided revenue to keep Monona in business just like all the others. Small
businesses have been hit hard, and should be helped ten times more than the big ones
who can afford to survive a tough economy. I for one would like a say in how my
building is renovated, I lived here as a small child, and it's sad that the landlord just

doesn't care, nor does he have the funds to do the work needed. He could make more
in rent if he improved the building, and apartment.
 The City should not be dispensing financial favors to individuals, businesses or
developers."
 Approval of businesses in residential areas sets a bad precedent!"

 It would be nice if Monona Drive and Broadway were cleaned up a bit with more

interesting and diverse restaurants and businesses (along the lines of Monroe Street or
Willy Street), and to the extent that the city can help this, the better.
 I think it is very important to attract locally owned businesses in Monona, I really like the
fact that we have no major food chains (sit down) restaurants on Monona Drive. PLEASE
don't make us "any town USA" when considering attracting chains to our city. If we want
them, we can drive to them, we'd rather stay in Monona and support our neighborhood
businesses.
 we should be working to increase density (NOT SIZE OF HOMES!), make more of our
businesses multi-use and innovative (i.e., save space (density, again!) by working to
develop places where daytime-only and nighttime-only businesses share a space),
increase the walkability of our community, etc. (Forward-thinking means to pay
attention to what the younger people want and need/will need, instead of listening to
the ""keep-it-the-way-it-always-has-been"" crowd.
Parks
 "Love the pool and this is second hand from my niece with small children in swimming
lessons, bathrooms were not all functioning this summer, particularly the showers.
 Pool could open earlier on weekends. 15 minute breaks are way too frequent. Drop
them to 5 minutes and have fewer.

Community pool - I would love to see more for the very young kids (toddlers 1-4 years).
Sometimes the parks are getting littered and it is not being cleaned up. I went to the
blue playground next to the pool and skate park - there was broken glass everywhere.
Someone had actually picked it up and placed it all over the playground equipment. I
wish we had recycling services ever week. There have been times when our recycling
container is overflowing.
Maintenance and appearance of city parks and greenways - very well, maintained, and
all efforts to use native plants are to be applauded and are highly appreciated. Now,
how about adding to the native and birds/bees/butterflies-friendly plants some
initiatives and model gardens/orchards/corridors with edible food.
City should improve spring mowing to once every 5 days, so the parks do not look like
hay fields
Instead of investing in 500k sheds in the parks our neighborhoods would like to see
money invested in the pool and community center. We have a park across from our
house and we use the community center more than the shed in the park.
Monona Parks & Rec is fantastic! I'd like to see their youth sports partner with more
than just Cottage Grove and McFarland, however. There is nothing wrong with spanning
further east and west- give these kids & families different looks at competition and
groups of families. Our 7 year old son seemed to have the same competition every
other game this past summer- it got a little old regardless of him being 7.
Lots of dogs at the parks. No one ever seen regulating them.
The parks are a draw to the community, and are well maintained, with fantastic Capital
improvement. The programming available to kids is a draw that should be emphasized.
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Comments on Quality
Brush Pick Up
 More frequent brush pickup
 leaf and brush pick up. We live in an area where the high school students park their cars 
for school, and we have a very hard time with leaf and brush pick up because the

vehicles picking up the waste cannot easily access our curbs because of all the cars
parked on the road.
 I wish your compost site would take brush or that would you do more brush pick ups. 4 
brush pick-ups per year is not enough. Driving it to Verona and paying to dump it, is
NOT a service.
 Leaf and brush pickup, um, is well done, but...people could be better informed and then, 
encouraged to compost, use leaves as mulch, and use twigs and branches in their
covered fire pits or in landscaping projects and there would be less need for the
expensive and non-green machines to haul it all someplace else.
 April is too early most years for brush pick up. Yards are still too wet from melting snow.
 Could use more frequent brush pick up or free chipping for folks to be able to use waste 
as mulch."
 don't like to see cutbacks in brush pickup
 The regular leaf and brush pick up is awesome. You could probably save some bucks and
cut it back a bit; water bill seems reasonable; not sure where the money for animal
licensing goes since we don't have a kennel; I would like to learn more about Monona's
zoning and land use plan. I stated in the previous section I am against more apartments
... which would be tough for the City since they are easy revenue.

 brush pick up, that should be more often than currently scheduled
Facilities
 Fire Station and Community Center are both outdated and nearly obsolete. Fire Station
is one of, if not the worst in Dane County. People live there, and the accommodations 
are poor. Many volunteers put many unpaid hours in with the FD and also deserve a
place they can enjoy and be proud of. It is also poorly located in a residential
neighborhood with poor sight lines for trucks entering or exiting.

Code Enforcement
 My biggest complaint about Monona is the lack of enforcement or lack of code for what
people can or can't do to their homes or what they can or can't do in their yards. People
with trash all over their yards, people that added a second garage with a separate
driveway and then never completed it, abandoned cars, houses that are in disrepair, etc.
We tried to sell our house in the last 5 years and the biggest comment was on the state
of the neighbor's yard--something we had no control over. As a result, our house sold
for less than it should have. That hurts everyone because the tax are typically charged
on what a house is sold for...and the city is collecting less than they should because of
the state of the neighbor's. Would like to see an incentive program for existing residents

and especially existing apartments to improve their homes. Some of the housing stock
in looking tired.
There are many "Rental" houses that are way beyond ugly and degrading
There are some properties that could be asked to clean up their yards but please be
careful with deadlines. We once received a notice that our car port had to be fixed up or
demolished in two weeks, and my husband was in the hospital at the time.
We should also force people to maintain their properties better. Its not fair to a
homeowner to have a neighbor that lets his property go to crap and cut everyone's
property value."
Everything is well done, with the exception of code enforcement of derelict and similar
properties. The Code Enforcement Officer needs to have more power to enforce what
should be common sense. Some of these properties are having a negative impact on the
quality of life of neighbors, property values, and attract an undesirable element into nice
neighborhoods."
The city has done nothing to make the person living on Birch Haven Cir. that has a literal
junk yard in his FRONT yard. It is very apparent who this is when you take a drive around
Birch Haven Cir. I understand that you can have several vehicles in your yard if they are
moved over a certain amount of time, however, this person has had the same junk in his
yard since I moved in the neighborhood in 2005 and just keeps adding. It is an eye sore
and I pay way too high of taxes to have to look at that and have family and friends drive
by it and make com6ment.
I know everyone got in a snit over enforcement of how people's homes looked last time
but it is time to revisit this. The terminal garage sale house on Winenquah by the Emily
Derer baseball diamond is a perfect example, this is a gateway road into Monona and
looks terrible, would not make we want to live here."
Many properties in Monona are not kept up and have a lot of vehicles and junk in their
yards. This has decreased the visual appeal of the community and have encouraged wild
animals to take up homes in the junk.
I've looked out at a crumbling brick front porch across the street from me for 12 years.
Does the inspector look for things like this as he/she goes around town? If not, why not?
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3. Does the current Community Center facility meet the needs of our residents and user
groups?

Some citizens feel the Community Center is too senior focused and would like to
see more family oriented programs offered.

The community center is too focused on the elderly. I feel like it's the
retirement center not the community center

The CC does provide valuable services (lunch programs, recreation) for
elderly residents, and that's great. However, there should be more
programs directed toward other, non-elderly adults (classes, exercise
programs, yoga, etc.).

The Community Center is very outdated and I feel that it should feel like a
more mixed use space. It's not just a Senior Center nor is it for children and
families. One should feel like they can go anywhere in the building,
currently I feel as though the lower level is strictly Senior Center, no one
under 60 allowed.

Classes seem geared towards seniors. Classes with child care would interest
me.

It always seems busy....might be nice to have some events there for the
younger teenagers

The Community Center seems focused on classes & support for elderly
residents. I'd like to see more learning opportunities/classes for people
under the age of 65.

I have heard great things about the senior center. Apart from that,
however, I see it as under utilized.

My understanding is that the lower half is no longer available to use with
the senior center in there and that limits the ability to rent it out for some
functions. I remember school parties and dances held here, but now that is
not something that can be done due to the other uses of the building. This
limits the options we have for our children to help keep them out of
trouble.

Some citizens feel the Community Center is not available when they would like
to use it.

Often not available as rented by those that do not live in Monona.

It is very difficult to get availability, many times to rooms do not fit the
needs of the activity. It needs updating and expanding, I am willing to pay
more taxes to see this done.

Gave up trying to schedule recurring events at the center, as no spaces
were available after about 2009.

It has become more difficult for residents to get space due to all the classes
and outside users.
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3. Does the current Community Center facility meet the needs of our residents and user
groups?

The Community Center is small as well as dated. Citizens feel it could use an
overhaul and/or expansion.

It is hard to get a positive/cozy feeling for meetings/events.

I think the Community Center is good right now but will need to be
upgraded in the near future.

I believe that it does, but it is very dated.

Outdated, old building with horrible acoustics. I don't know if even a
significant remodel would bring it up to snuff. Plus, the seniors are
crammed into the basement. It's probably wiser to take it down and build
new. (But build it in the city campus area. ). Of course, I don't know when
we will be able to afford it.

More $, but... It is so out dated and business office looking. Seems its more
of a meeting and class facility. If that is the intent, then I have the wrong
idea.

NO! The Center has outlived it's usefulness and no long provides the space
or facilities that are needed in 2013. Outdated, poorly shaped, poor
accessibility, inadequate space for Sention Centor. A joke as a wedding
reception location. Should be torn down and rebuilt to meet today's
community needs.

It meets many needs, but it is in need of updating and maintenance. It is
very outdated and unattractive.

I would like to see a more modern facility

It is very dated! We could use more flexibility on changing the size of space
available for meetings and activities. The heat is usually way too high, I
believe you replaced the windows but if not it needs to be done. The
paneling in the main room is ugly! The kitchen could use some equipment
(dishes?)

The community center needs major upgrades and remodeling. It is not a
place that I would rent for any function.

Needs to be update. A focal point of the community because of the
location to the parks and pool.

Some updating might be nice, but not a necessity. It does meet our needs
and we have held functions there and been satisfied.






















would be nice to be able to update the Community Center in terms of
appearance - not sure what additional space needs exist, other than a need
to create larger space for a senior center, including a couple classrooms;
It could use an updated look i.e. interior design consult. Paint in current
colors i.e., curtains-shades, updated light fixtures etc.
While the Senior Center and Parks & Rec do their best with that space, the
Community Center is showing it's age and needs to be updated to better
accommodate the community.
It needs to be upgraded or replaced. The Waunakee facility is wonderful!
need more flexible room sizes, better acoustics, more wall etc space for
meeting posters or decorations, more soothing lighting, warmer "feel"
(maybe even a fireplace?), permanent decor that represents "place", a
game room, a (screened?) veranda
totally outdated. should be a hub of the community. need to remodel and
make it more useful. you could have good revenue stream with private
parties and weddings if it was updated.
Out of date interior. Needs major upgrades.
Sound is bad.
Needs update-looking old and shabby
"I think if the building was updated like our new park shelters the
Community would use it even more
it would be a great place for youth events Meetings Weddings after school
programs I think it would be a great source of revenue for the city and parks
& rec dept. I would think Fed greats for green building projects could help
with remodeling or building of a new Community center"
No. It is out dated. The decor is strictly 1960's or 70's. The kitchen and bar
areas are too small. The main hall is so dark that its depressing.
It was a great building when it was constructed but it needs to be upgraded
and larger.
It could be more accessible. The room for yoga is kind of yucky as far as
carpet. Whole place is pretty dated.
I am not really sure how to answer this question. I believe it meets the
needs as people see it as useful but I hope that it will become a more
modern and multifunctional space than it is currently.
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3. Does the current Community Center facility meet the needs of our residents and user
groups?
The Community Center is small as well as dated. Citizens feel it could use an
overhaul and/or expansion. (continued)






















The foyer/waiting area is too small with not enough seating. When we are
waiting for kids in dance classes, in particular, it's loud, crowded and
uncomfortable. I can speak to the senior center area downstairs, but the
little bit I've seen seems outdated and perhaps too small for their needs
The community center needs to be updated. I appreciate the rec program's
offerings there.
Outdated. Needs replacement
It definitely needs some updating and remodeling. It is in a wonderful
location and seems to be used a lot but needs some work, unfortunately I
don't believe there is room to expand but the current location is very good.
It could use some updating.
It does show its age.
This needs to be upgraded along with the pool areas. This is more important
than the very expensive shelters going in. I would like to see the shelter
money diverted to our community center.
Would like to say "somewhat" -- seems that there is room for improvement.
outdated - often booked when looking for a facility;
Community Center is old and dated, people would use it for weddings, etc.
but it's badly in need of an upgrade. It has looked the same since I was in
the middle school and I'm 55.
Very dated, poor sizing and maintenance. Seems to be lacking in a vision
and the overall supervision. Monona has the opportunity to offer more.
Needs to be updated a little. Liquor contract should go out as bid annually.
City owns the building prices seem high no overhead for provider.
needs an overall in appearance!
Could use interior remodeling
It's kind of dumpy.
Bathrooms are tiny but realize the building is dated. Overall, really nice
facility.
It could use updating.
























Old, outdated, small.
It is somewhat outdated, limiting its use/desirability.
but could be updated...
It would be nice to have the community center remodeled, but maybe not
something the community needs to do now??
Need updating, the building is ancient.
yes, but just barely, I would like to see it updated and upgraded for more
services
I think the community center could be updated and upgraded.
The community center needs updating and renovating!
Somewhat outdated looking and not enough space.
Poor condition and outdated.
It is desperate need of upgrading. Horribly maintained
I've been very satisfied when I've used the facility. However, the Center
seems out-of-date and not energy efficient. I'd like to see (and help pay for)
a new sustainable, more attractive building.
Out dated. Needs upgrade!
Needs upgrading, with better sound.
In serious need of an upgrade. Very dated.
The facility is outdated and needs significant upgrades. I would not
consider using the facility for a private event in its current condition.
I think it serves but it could use to be updated and perhaps larger.
Yes -- sort of. Senior citizen center needs a new and larger home to open up
space in the community center. What we have has been kept up to date
and kept in good working order very well. Very good condition for an old
(50+ years) building.
It is dated and the space isn't very flexible for a wider variety of uses.
As I mentioned above -- I think it needs to be updated (sound system, size),
needs a small cafe, needs more parking
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3. Does the current Community Center facility meet the needs of our residents and user
groups?


The Community Center is small as well as dated. Citizens feel it could use an
overhaul and/or expansion. (continued)





















Seems to be run down and old looking
Often booked which is great, but I think the Community center is over due
for a major update/overhaul. It looks nice on the outside but very outdated
inside, has good bones but needs a freshen up, look to other, newer
community centers for inspiration
With more and more young families moving here, it won't be big enough
very soon.
I don't visit the center often, mostly for holiday fairs and voting. It seems
small for the number of vendors and size of vendor stands.
It does not have a types of spaces for modern community demand or uses.
See Atwood Community Center, for example, or other suburban areas. The
building is dated.
Needs more room!
The Community Center appears very dated and it seems that it is small for
the scope of events that it could potentially host.
It's fine but we need more meeting space and a venue for bigger events
The building is fine for meetings, but too small for events. The pool is good.
There is not enough space for the programs that can be offered, parking is
insufficient at times and even the largest room is not large enough for some
events.
Need more rooms.
SEEMS CROWDED AT TIMES AND CAUSES ACTIVITIES TO BE MOVED
AROUND.
The current community center seems to work for the activities that our
family has participated in, however, we could see the need for expansion in
the future, as a variety of activities have the potential to grow/expand.
There isn't enough space. Some rec facilities would be nice. And additional
small rooms that could be available to the public for meetings would also be
helpful.
needs more space (and updated space) for classes, exercise classes, etc.
Rental hall needs to be brought into the 21st century!





















It needs to be enlarged
Bigger space with more variety of classes such as art for older kids. More
like the goodman center.
At times it is too small. Great folks running it though.
I'm not in the Community Center all that much, but it is usually always busy,
so I am sure that it could be bigger. It looks out of date and could use a face
lift.
There is not enough space for all of the community programs. More space is
needed for more senior programming. A place for exercise equipment and a
fitness center like up at Warner Park would be great.
We need to have more dedicated space for Senior Center in order to
expand the offerings. It would be nice to have the case workers located in
the Senior Center. Updating the facilities might also make it more
attractive for weddings and rentals.
The rooms are awkward. The large room is too small for many events.
There needs to be a few more small rooms for community meetings.
Needs more space, main hall could use updates, multipurpose facility in
future.
It's too small. More space is needed to accommodate large groups or
multiple groups.
The Senior Center is filled to the brim and lacks space for improved and
expanded services which are being demanded. Sometimes more parking
space is also needed for events.
Small, dated, not kid friendly and there are so many kids in Monona now.
The building is better than it was, but I feel like there are still a lot of
improvements to make to accommodate the older/retired community and
the younger families.
I've been to kids classes and birthday parties at the community center. It
seems like the class space is small and the rentable space is poorly laid out.
I'd like to see more attractive spaces that can be accessible without taking a
class or renting a facility - coffee shop, cafe like the Goodman center, gym.
We need to enlarge this building to have permanent senior citizen space
with easy senior access and additional space designated for the recreation
programs
It looks dated and seems small.
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3. Does the current Community Center facility meet the needs of our residents and user
groups?
There needs to be better communication regarding the Community Center and
what events/programs it offers.

I am unsure. I have not used the community center nor do I know how it is
used.

I hear from people who don't know what's available at Comm./Senior Ctr.
When I tell them about tai chi, card games, scrabble, etc. they are surprised
it's available.

I think most people don't feel like they have access to this building.

I really have no idea. I don't hear about any (or many) community events
going on there.

I do not know much about how often it is utilized.






Some citizens feel the Community Center is good as it is.

I have only been there to vote, sign up for rec programs and the occasional
pancake breakfast. Seems in fine shape to me.

I use it for classes and it seems nice.

Excellent Facility and Staff

The staff is always very nice and make you feel welcome.
Some citizens would like to see more classes/programs offered.

I am not sure, I do think it could use the addition of a couple more rooms. I
have heard there is not enough room for fitness and exercise classes.
Maybe we could do something with the Princeton Club and Anytime
Fitness. I have a Princeton Club Membership but I take the summer water
aerobics class at the outdoor pool and sometimes take a water aerobics
class at the high school. I definitely would be interested in more class
offerings at the Community Center. I have sometimes attended Weight
Watcher meetings there. I think providing these things makes Monona a
great place to live for families and older people.

More variety of classes would be great! I appreciated the most recent
upgrades...paint, flooring.

Although it could offer more fitness classes for working adults and use some
updating

Would like to see more adult educational and recreational classes and










programs.
It may however, be biased in its offerings. Some groups of people who may
actually benefit from its services may not be participating. More outreach
perhaps?
"Yes and no. It is already a very well-run and forward thinking program and
facility. But, in the spirit of continual improvement, more activities could be
offered in the daytime, more yoga, tai chi, qi gong and other health and
fitness options. The ones offered are excellent but there could be more
time slots. The center, to my knowledge, has not maximized how it could
serve and benefit the homeschooling community both by offering the
rooms for use, and also by tapping into the flexible hours of homeschooling
families to provide services.
The concerts in the park are do delightful. I go to as many as I can.
But.....the music is very....""white."" And Monona is not a monoculture of
Caucasians. What about Salsa under the Stars for a monthly event? Or a
rap/hip hop youth event? Those are just two off the top of my head.
But, overall, the Community Center has been a place our entire family has
gone to for many different uses and appreciate the job well done by all."
We're very fortunate to have the CC but I feel like it's somewhat underused.
Even putting a cafe in there would increase usage, more adult programming
and family events.
"I would love to see more services, classes and general opportunities for
working families with children - after hours and on the weekend.
I would LOVE to see the community center to provide wrap around care for
the 4K kids (and even preschool!!). We are in a bit of a conundrum for 4K
options in Monona for our kids since both parents work FT. I wish for a
Goodman Community Center model. At this moment we hope our kids can
be open enrolled out of district."
I'm not sure if this is a limitation of the facility, but it would be nice to have
a wider variety of program offerings for adults, including craft and cooking
programs, and programs orientated at younger professionals, that take
place after work hours.
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3. Does the current Community Center facility meet the needs of our residents and user
groups?

Other/No Opinion

No opinion

I don't have much experience with the Community Center. Maybe once or
twice a year for events. It seems ok, but I'm happy to hear others'
responses/needs.

Not sure

Do not use it, so I am not sure how to respond.

Actually have no idea if its meeting the needs.

I think I've been in there once for a bingo night.

This is not a high priority item for our family.

No opinion. Don't use it much anymore

I have no idea. I don't use it

It meets my needs

Not certain as we have not attended an event there recently.

I haven't used it ever. I should get down there to check it out.

In four years of living here, I have never attended an event at the
community center aside from the Holiday Craft Bazaar.

I don't know. I never use it except to vote. Sorry.

My wife and I have not taken advantage of the Community Center.

Don't really use it.

No opinion

I haven't had a chance to use the Community Center.

Don't know

I don't know

Not sure. Never really used it.

I go there to vote essentially

I have not been to the community center, but those I know who have have
spoken favorably of it.

Should have had another option on this one because I'd venture to guess a
lot of the residents have never been to the Community Center or know
what kind of services are available there.

No opinion








I haven't used it, but assume it is meeting the needs.
The only thing I do there is vote & so far it is fine; not sure about
accessibility
An exercise room would be nice.
Partner with a coffee vendor (cart) near the community center, pool or
library. It could become a walking destination in good weather.
why are we in the catering and bar business????
As I have never found a use or event worth attending, I'd have to say its a
waste.
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4. Please rate how safe or unsafe you feel in your neighborhood after dark by
checking the box that most accurately represents how you feel.
Unsafe
3.3%

Very Unsafe
0.4%

Don’t Know
0.4%

Neither Safe or Unsafe
8.7%

Very Safe
36.3%

Safe
50.8%

Please rate how safe or unsafe you feel in your neighborhood after dark by checking the box that
most accurately represents how you feel.
Very Safe

Safe

Neither Safe or Unsafe

Unsafe

Very Unsafe

Don’t Know
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Comments on Safety
 Could use more street lights by Immaculate Heart of Mary church.

 We would like to see more street lights on all popular walking routes. It is difficult to
walk after dark on a lot of city streets.

 I feel safe - I often walk my dog in the dark and really don't think much about it.
 Live on Flamingo Road, great neighborhood.

 Our neighbors across the street were burglarized recently. This makes our family

nervous, especially since we have small children and are frequently at home.
 Better lighting
 I feel very safe from crime, but when I jog after dark the lack of street lights and

sidewalks makes somewhat perilous.

 I'll admit I have a false sense of security but often I see police paroling the area at all
hours and I really appreciate that. Thank you.

 This is one reason why I am staying here. I grew up here and when I moved back, I felt
safe almost immediately. Even tho I live in a less than desirable apartment, I feel a very
strong connection to Monona, and it's community, and I feel very safe here even at
night.
 We are on the Winnequah Rd. side of the park. It is very dark in the park; it has been

neglected for at least 30+ years; and it has dense foliage that can foster hiding places for
unsavory events. We believe t hat the public works committee is working on this.
 Very dark, not enough street lights. Several people in the neighborhood have had car 
break-ins.
 I've lived at Pirate Island for almost a year and have never had any concerns or worries 
about coming home in the dark, etc. I can't recall any times I've witnessed anything

suspicious or that's made me feel unsafe.

 Main knock is lack of sidewalks. I'm usually concerned I'm about to be mowed down by a
speeding motorist.
 there isn't a lot of city lighting on my one way street but we don't hear of a lot of crime
so kind of like the darker ambiance.
 not enough lighting and no sidewalks - scary at night, although I have never been
threatened

 I have lived in Monona for four years as a single woman living alone and felt very safe. I 
bought a house in Monona rather than on the east side of Madison because I felt that it
would be safer for me to live here alone.

 Love, love my neighborhood - Progressive Lane!!

 I'm pleased that we have officers on bikes circulating unobtrusively and keeping watch 
over the residents.
 Our neighborhood has no sidewalks and not many street lights. (Normal for Monona)
 I believe the Police Department can only provide so much protection and that it's up to 
the individual and his neigbors to be vigilant and alert to what's happening in the

neighborhood.
 Lighting has an impact on safety. In areas where lighting is limited, I do not feel safe
walking alone after dark.


I feel fortunate to live in a neighborhood where neighbors are watching out for each
other.
We had a recent break-in which makes you feel unsafe. Femrite neighborhood is not
safe.
Needs more street lights. Too dark to let my child walk by herself
Wish there would be some improvement around St. Theresa Terr. Lots of cars, foot
traffic, sketchy people, etc. around the apartments; I don't think I would feel entirely
safe walking around there after dark.
I feel safe; you must use your head and lock doors, etc. wherever you live.
The police officers are patrolling a good amount and living close to their facility I don't
worry about home invasion like I did in my other 2 previous residences. (city of Madison)
"I feel very safe in my neighborhood. I do not like the blindness and shadows created by
the strong street lights at my corner. I would like to see the street light placed lower
down and angled to the intersection more. Much of my front yard is illuminated,
making very dark pockets in the area right next to the lit area. It would actually be safer
for my yard to be darker so that I could see more of it and be aware of all the space.
I am also concerned about the number of cars that either don't stop or roll through the
intersection (corner of Greenway and McKenna). I see the children and their families on
the way to school and people going way to fast for a residential/school neighborhood!"
We have a great neighborhood that watches out for each other. The few times that I
have had to call the police department they were very accommodating and responsive.
Could use a few more street lights and patrolling of park shelters at night
I live on a short block. we all know one another and recognize strangers easily
In the past, we've had a Jimmy Jailbird run between the houses, I've been awaken by fire
trucks with their lights on, their are juveniles roaming the streets in the good weather
late at night, and I've had my life threatened by my brother (and so has my mother with
nothing done by the police) which we had to get a restraining order on him. Because
we're close to the high school, kids are roaming at lunch hour, and some cars are driving
way too fast down Gordon Avenue.
It could use more street lights.
The new Neighborhood watch and police communications are an outstanding step
forward. It is ridiculous the city could not come up with $500 for the signs.
I think I feel pretty safe for an urban environment.
I do wish there was a little more light.
I'm very cautious...There are some younger people coming and going thru the entire
night ..several nights a week at 5108 Shore Acres Road....All of us are uncomfortable and
police are there frequently, I leave lights on so I'm not afraid..
I needed the Monona Police once in the last 10 years and they did a very poor job.
There are parts of Monona where I have not always felt safe, especially as you get
geographically closer to Broadway or Monona Dr. In the heart of Monona, from about
Owen Rd North, and Shore Acres to the West, I feel very safe.
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it's pretty dark out there....

Comments on Safety (cont.)
 I would indicate that I feel very safe except for the fact I live close to the high school and
sometimes I feel there are groups of students loitering and might get bored and

vandalize, or destroy property. This is not a chronic concern of mine and generally I feel
safe.

 Our neighborhood (Belle Isle) is highly connected through personal relationships and

email - the residents work together to indicate and resolve problems. No police
presence is needed, but we do and have appreciated the city working with us on street 
and lake issues.
 "I live on Frostwoods Road. Why do all the other major roads (dean, Nichols...) have side
walks but not Frostwoods? that is a very busy road and people drive WAY to fast on it.
My kids are never safe on the road, in the day or night.
 Specifically at night, its may be safe, but it doesn't feel safe. Not enough lights at all."
 There are some areas of Monona I avoid after dark - Broadway, Femrite. Overall feel
very safe in Monona.
 We are only a block from Monona Drive, so it's very well lit and we feel very safe!

 The only major safety problem that I see is that there are not enough sidewalks on major
roads (Winnequah is the most obvious example). The lack of sidewalks makes it harder
for pedestrians to avoid being in conflict with cars on tight corners that can be quite

blind for drivers (such as Winnequah at Winnequah Trail).
 I live close to Tully's II and that place has caused our neighborhood some headaches but I
have never heard anybody discuss this, maybe it has been discussed. No neighborhood
outreach, no contact with neighbors about loud, LARGE fights outside bar. I have had
beer bottles on my lawn and on one occasion watched a drunk person sleep it off across
the street from my kids bus stop.
 I feel very safe in my neighborhood thanks to the efforts of our police department and
neighborhood watch.

 I have reported two theft incidences at a property. In both cases, including one where I 
had a witness, there was no follow-up by the department. I was unable to get them to
address either theft.

 Main concern is inattentive drivers vs pedestrian/cyclist. Traffic needs to be much slower
when there are few sidewalks. People drive well over the speed limit in many areas.

 was broken into in the driveway recently."
 The police are very responsive, however the city ordinances need to be enforced

including the number of rummage sales allowed (2) and also houses in disrepair
including trailers and motor homes parked in driveways and not moved. The city is not
enforcing these very important codes and it is very disappointing as the police are
unable to help. Someone needs to be accountable for this.
 I love the holidays but have had things stolen from my property - lighting, a flag, etc. I 
am almost afraid to continue the tradition because several of my things are irreplaceable
and costly. It really takes the spirit right out of you.
 Generally, it seems ok, but a lot of streets have very few streetlights, and can be very
dark at night. Much like sidewalks, I am guessing some people find a lack of these a

'feature'.. but I don't!
Dark streets without sidewalks lead to unsafe conditions when walking dogs, kids, etc,
and biking and running.
"on corner of bridge and Owen, it is not very safe.
Many pedestrians and fast cars. Can we have a stop sign at the western direction of
Owen and Pheasant hill please. fast cars, old people."
Whatever happened to Police patrol in the neighborhoods? I haven't seen a squad car in
my neighborhood for months, unless something happens and they are called. I drive
down Monona Dr or the main roads and you see squad cars stopping cars and giving
tickets to everyone, but no one drives down my street. From what I hear from my
neighbors is the only thing Monona Police concentrate on is writing tickets to make
money to support the city. Does Monona have that bad of traffic problems? My
neighborhood would feel a lot safer if we had a patrol car just drive down the street for
no other reason than to make us feel we are safe.
No sidewalks in my neighborhood, so I feel a little timid about going out and walking
around the neighborhood on the streets where there's traffic. But I wouldn't feel unsafe
about something like an assault or robbery.
We get a lot of speeders in the 5100-5300 block of Winnequah rd. I have requested
more police presence, but requests have been ignored. I requested 2 of the last 3 years
directly to officers. They said they would pass it along to the person in charge. It is
especially important now with kids back in school trying to cross the street coming home
from the bus stop. My son was almost hit last year after a gold minivan decided to go
around the bus that was stopped on Winnequah to let him off. Neither, bus driver or I
could get the plate. We deal with speeding all hours of the day, but mostly early
morning(rush hour) and after school/early evening.
Love police and the nuanced work they do!
although I am concerned about continuing expansion of rentals and use of neighborhood
enclosed park space in generally unpatrolled areas of the city
Poor street lighting though...very dangerous walking or riding after dark and there aren't
many sidewalks.
I pay a lot in property taxes in this city and I feel safe for now....however, our PD needs
to be given what they ask for.
It would be nice if there was a better way to communicate various crimes that occur.
Like recently on Face book it was communicated that there were some car thefts in a
neighborhood. That was great! However, last week there was a burglary at one of the
houses on my street and there hasn't been anything published anywhere and now we're
kind of freaked out at night.
I do feel very safe...but still know anything can happen anytime...anywhere. I walk my
dogs before 5am and rarely if ever feel threaten or afraid!
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5. Have you had phone or in-person contact with any City
employee within the last 12 months?

Have you had phone or in-person contact with any
City employee within the last 12 months?

No
15.5%

Yes
84.5%

Yes

No
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5. Have you had phone or in-person contact with any City
employee within the last 12 months?
No Opinion

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Please rate your most recent contact(s) on each item below.

237

209

209

207

208

132

136

147

139

42

38

35

42

18

12

11

16

d. Knowledge

e. Overall impression

130

30
12
2

6

11

a. Courtesy
b. Making you feel valued as a customer/citizen
c. Promptness

7

2
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6. Please rate your most recent contact(s) on each item below.

Positive personnel comments

"My contacts with city employees in the past year have been at the library.

I don't include talking with Mayor Bob at the farmers' market, but two
thumbs up for him."

The city personnel are excellent!

Most of my interactions are with the library staff. They are personable,
knowledgeable, helpful and know me by name.

Mayor, City Administrator, Police Chief have all been excellent.

communication was mostly with library staff. They're the best!

The city staff is very friendly and courteous.

City Hall staff is excellent .

School superintendent was amazing, helpful and passionate.

extremely helpful staff at community center during use for exercise
programs.

The office staff makes it easy to vote absentee, and I appreciate that.

Since there is a new person taking most calls now the service has improved
a great deal.

The staff at city hall are very responsive.

I am a big fan of the bullying ordinance.

Staff is terrific and helpful employees and Monona representatives!

Met with staff several times and they were very polite and listened.

can't think of any staff who haven't been the utmost professional or
knowledgeable

My interactions with the staff at the Monona Library as always notch!

contact with library staff--they are great!

My main contact is with Parks/Rec and pool. All fabulous!

Went in to review our water bill (Monona Woodlands). The person I
worked with was very responsive and understanding. Not her fault that the
water bills are killing us!!

Talked with some fellows working on painting the intersection markings.
Super nice. Knowledgeable about my lack of curb.

Most frequent interaction is paying my property taxes. While not a
"pleasant" experience of itself, the clerk's staff always make it as painless s
possible.

The man who came to change my water reader was excellent.













I have been in contact with police, administration, and building dept staff.
All were pleasant to work with.
City Staff handled a problem with my husband regarding drainage issues in
our neighborhood due to recent construction in park with new shelter
house/parking lot. He was very efficient and polite, took action on the
problem immediately
They provide professional, personal, polite service and it makes Monona a
very welcoming place to live.
I have had a few construction workers on my property and inside my house
dealing with the water line/gas line. They were very nice.
My interaction with the entire city staff has been excellent.
Monona has terrific staff!
Fabulous people at City services!
Receptionist has helped a lot.
"The Plexiglas security screen at city hall reception desk needs to go! Very
unwelcoming and I always feel bad for the person working behind it.
In particular, library and parks and rec staff deserve recognition for their
service to our community!"
Good interaction with the police when there was a disturbing incident-friendly and helpful.

Positive response comments

It was a routine matter that was well handled

I got an accurate assessment of where my actual property line was.

Discussed issue with staff and got prompt resolution. Very Nice!

I am very impressed that you can detect that I am using more water than
normal and are proactive at notifying me of this. When I called City Hall to
thank them I was impressed with the upgrade and how they knew this
information. I think you need to toot your horn on this technology and the
use of it. Great Job.

Maybe a little brusque, but very efficient.

Spoke with multiple staff...all very helpful and prompt!

Very responsive to my questions.

The city staff is great to deal with and follows up in a timely manner.
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6. Please rate your most recent contact(s) on each item below.

Positive personnel comments

"My contacts with city employees in the past year have been at the library.

I don't include talking with Mayor Bob at the farmers' market, but two
thumbs up for him."

The city personnel are excellent!

Most of my interactions are with the library staff. They are personable,
knowledgeable, helpful and know me by name.

Mayor, City Administrator, Police Chief have all been excellent.

communication was mostly with library staff. They're the best!

The city staff is very friendly and courteous.

City Hall staff is excellent .

School superintendent was amazing, helpful and passionate.

extremely helpful staff at community center during use for exercise
programs.

The office staff makes it easy to vote absentee, and I appreciate that.

Since there is a new person taking most calls now the service has improved
a great deal.

The staff at city hall are very responsive.

I am a big fan of the bullying ordinance.

Staff is terrific and helpful employees and Monona representatives!

Met with staff several times and they were very polite and listened.

can't think of any staff who haven't been the utmost professional or
knowledgeable

My interactions with the staff at the Monona Library as always notch!

contact with library staff--they are great!

My main contact is with Parks/Rec and pool. All fabulous!

Went in to review our water bill (Monona Woodlands). The person I
worked with was very responsive and understanding. Not her fault that the
water bills are killing us!!

Talked with some fellows working on painting the intersection markings.
Super nice. Knowledgeable about my lack of curb.

Most frequent interaction is paying my property taxes. While not a
"pleasant" experience of itself, the clerk's staff always make it as painless s
possible.

The man who came to change my water reader was excellent.













I have been in contact with police, administration, and building dept staff.
All were pleasant to work with.
City Staff handled a problem with my husband regarding drainage issues in
our neighborhood due to recent construction in park with new shelter
house/parking lot. He was very efficient and polite, took action on the
problem immediately
They provide professional, personal, polite service and it makes Monona a
very welcoming place to live.
I have had a few construction workers on my property and inside my house
dealing with the water line/gas line. They were very nice.
My interaction with the entire city staff has been excellent.
Monona has terrific staff!
Fabulous people at City services!
Receptionist has helped a lot.
"The Plexiglas security screen at city hall reception desk needs to go! Very
unwelcoming and I always feel bad for the person working behind it.
In particular, library and parks and rec staff deserve recognition for their
service to our community!"
Good interaction with the police when there was a disturbing incident-friendly and helpful.

Positive response comments

It was a routine matter that was well handled

I got an accurate assessment of where my actual property line was.

Discussed issue with staff and got prompt resolution. Very Nice!

I am very impressed that you can detect that I am using more water than
normal and are proactive at notifying me of this. When I called City Hall to
thank them I was impressed with the upgrade and how they knew this
information. I think you need to toot your horn on this technology and the
use of it. Great Job.

Maybe a little brusque, but very efficient.

Spoke with multiple staff...all very helpful and prompt!

Very responsive to my questions.

The city staff is great to deal with and follows up in a timely manner.
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6. Please rate your most recent contact(s) on each item below.

Negative personnel comments

MPD should carry themselves more professionally.

Desk service at City hall. They are nice enough people who get the job done,
but sometimes make me feel like I am interrupting something they are
doing. That makes me more likely to do business by mail and less likely to
visit in person.



Negative response comments

Have attempted contact with the building inspector via email because of
restricted office hours. Never received a response.

The exception to the above is the person I called and left a phone message
regarding my question on when the City of Monona would replace the tree
in our front yard. They took down a Maple tree a couple years ago or so
and have never replaced it. I have called 2 or 3 times and no one has called
me back to say why or when they would replace the tree.

I tried to get hold of some one about putting a shed on my property. No one
got back to me, so I had to call again. I also tried to find out some
information on the park development and was told some one would get
back, and no one did.

I have called with a question and rather than get an answer been told it was
in the newspaper - this is poor service & not everyone gets a newspaper or
has time to read it thoroughly

I live near a home that, for at least 10 years has had junk in their yard and
driveway, has had overgrown grass, vehicles and boats in the yard and feel
that more should have been done to enforce the owners to maintain/clean.

very unclear, mixed messages in regard to dredging project















As far as we know nothing has been done regarding our complaints about
our neighbor's lawn. It would be nice if someone would follow up when we
have a complaint. When I pay my taxes at the City Hall or talk to anyone at
the front desk, I get the feeling I'm bothering them. They don't' smile or say
thank you - perhaps they have been there too long. I don't like to sound
negative but those are my feeling. I love Monona, I love the people, but
there is a lot to be done to make it a "City of Pride".
I had complained about a smelly gutter by my house to multiple Monona
employees. However, there problem was never solved. Phone calls were
not returned.
City ordinances need to be upheld especially when complaints are being
received. We are seeing the same ordinance's being broken over and over
again. For example too many renters in one house and more than 2 yard
sales per year is unacceptable especially when complaints are being
received. This makes our neighborhoods unsafe and our children put at
danger when cars are parked around corners and we don't know who is
living next to us as renters come and go.
City staff has been a poor responder to concerns
I called the public works department about some utility work that damaged
my yard and a tree and never received a reply.
Telephone hours only available when I am at work. Not user friendly.
Unknown if anything done in response to abandoned home
We called to have a city tree trimmed and it took 1 month for someone to
call us back. We left multiple messages and it wasn't until we demanded to
speak to someone that they actually called back.
Left a voice mail message for a Parks person with a complaint on the
condition of the park near my home. (Not mowed often enough so there
were huge clumps of grass clippings that dried out and made it look like a
hay field.) Did not receive a response.
I personally have had good experiences however several people have
commented to me that city staff don't respond to their email concerns....
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7. What are the top three to five things that frustrate you or
need to be fixed in the City of Monona?
Businesses / Economic Development (33)
 Monona drive/Broadway businesses that I'd like to frequent - shops, restaurants, etc.
Facilities
 Signage is too restrictive to help businesses
 I would like to see the Library updated and the children's area filled with more selection
 I'd like to see more clusters of businesses to walk to - shops, cafes, bookstore,
of younger level readers and a more fun play area - Verona Library is a great example
restaurants, etc.
 Make better use of the Nichols School property maybe turn in to New City offices Police
 Abandoned and vacant business buildings
& Fire
 Why are businesses for profit allowed to slip into neighborhoods and stay.
 City needs to build a new police/fire department (public safety) center
 Attract locally owned businesses in to the community
 Keep Library and Pool updated and working at a high level
 Lack of businesses. Few choices of restaurants, shopping. etc
 Pool and community center need to be updated
 Businesses across from high school are embarrassing.
 I would like to see the Community Center updated.
 So concerned about satisfying builders/businesses that loosing concept of single family  Older city facilities need to be updated.
needs
 Community Center/parking updated/City Center for families to hang out at
 Be careful of how many business's you effect in the name of progress.
 Stop pushing out the businesses and people who make this place special, in order to
Aesthetics
make corporate money.
 Trashy strip malls near the high school
 Lack of diverse businesses and restaurants along Monona drive
 Apt. appearances on Wallace Ave
 diversity of businesses/vacant buildings on Monona Drive
 Improve the look of Monona - add flower baskets, holiday decorations, appealing store
 Business do not need hand-outs-free signs and etcfront displays
 Better way to communicate to citizens businesses in Monona and what they have to
 Decline of property appearance and not letting the city have the ability to address these
offer/
properties in a timely basis.
 Bring more business and shopping to Monona Dr., I like to shop locally
 The appearance of the buildings on Monona drive from Nichols to coldspring are old an
 Little to no business diversity
unappealing
 discourage additional liquor-related businesses
 Unkempt properties both commercial and private homes
 Many businesses on Monona Drive look run down
 Firmer restrictions on homes that have vehicles in front yards that are never moved.
Restaurants (38)
 We need a good restaurant
 No good upscale restaurant.
 try to attract better restaurants/businesses to draw people to Monona
 Continue to revitalize and bring in more interesting businesses/restaurants on Broadway
and Monona Drive
 coffee/restaurant/shopping/activities in a central area where the community could
gather -- ride bikes, walk to?
 Run-down, lackluster, boring shops, stores and restaurants
 A nice restaurant for finer dining
 More restaurants in the area would be nice. :)
 The addition of an upscale restaurants and bar would be nice
 We need a good restaurant
 Chain restaurants/businesses moving in. Would be great to keep chains out.
 I would like to see more nice, quality restaurants come to Monona.
 Better restaurants
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7. What are the top three to five things that frustrate you or
need to be fixed in the City of Monona?
Zoning and Enforcement (6)
 Parks and Rec staff or unresponsive and on the verge of rude
 Monona drive still has many buildings that look like there are no zoning regulations
 Lack of bathrooms at public parks
 Lack of zoning and enforcement of nuisance property
 Continued use of pesticides in parks and on lawns
 Zoning of houses enforced
 Lake access is poor. Parks on lakes are poorly maintained.
 The degradation of the lakeshore, removal of trees, making so much land surface
 Use of chemical sprays on the parks should be stopped. No one knows the long term
impermeable, being allowed in recent home construction by the zoning board, or ?
affect of chemicals and there is an epidemic of autism and sensory issues. Environmental
 Zoning board of appeals process
toxicity is suspected as the cause. Many people I know don't want their kids running
 Enforcement of zoning without relying on citizen complaints first (parking, upkeep of
through and rolling in sprayed grass.
property, etc)
 Some areas of Monona get a lot of attention where others get forgotten. Parks etc.
 Ordinance enforcement and follow up
 More parks where dogs are allowed
 Enforcement of city ordinances
 We need water fountains at all the parks, particularly if our summers are going to
Doing Business with the City
continue so hot and dry.
 Property assessments (does not appear to be a clear process for how properties are
 few Opportunities for safe outdoor activities--e.g., lit walking paths in parks
assessed)
 Maintenance lacking in some of the parks
 Slow process of getting major projects started and completed
 No dog park coupled with severe restrictions on dog access to our parks
 City staff doesn't always seem to respond to the average citizen (care more about the
 Dogs not allowed in any parks
rich landowners)
 more dog options (all parks are restricted)
 City hiring processes - seems like they know who they're going to hire before
 Several parks feel more like an extension of the adjacent homeowners. Especially the
announcing the job!
west side of Winnequah park.
 Better process with planning
 Open the park bathrooms when the weather is over 40-45 degrees because there are
 process for getting variances and home improvement critieria
still many people that use the parks and many children that are potty training and it's
 No way of knowing what streets are going to be closed until the morning you are driving
very difficult to have them hold it for too long
on them only to find out that you need to take a different route
 lack of parks around the Nichols School area. All the parks are central or by the lake
 Difficulty in appealing property value assessment
 Improved the frequency the parks are mowed in the spring
 I should be able to pay bills online without paying a fee.
 not allowing dogs in any of the parks
 Online payment of water bills, etc
 Parks and medians are not carefully cared for
 The unfairness of lakeshore property assessments.
 deterioration of the basketball court at Frost Woods park
 Building inspection follow-up
 Charge outsiders to use the dream park
 The red tape getting projects through the various committees
Public Schools (6)
Parks
 limited budgets for our public schools
 We must watch our usage of our parks and public buildings rather than building them for  Would like to have more school spirit and feel like all the schools are connected.
glory.
Brush Pick Up (28)
 Some of our parks facilities are dilapidated, outdated, and need to be taken down.
 Brush/Leaf Collection (notices about dates/more frequent pick-up)
Schluter bathroom is scary!
 Brush and yard waste should be picked up more often.
 Clean bathrooms at parks. Schluter park has a horribly smelly bathroom!
 More frequent brush/yard debris pickup(s)
 Amplified noise events at parks continue to increase and have limited controls over
 Lack of (more) frequent brush pickup or a place to drop off brush easily.
impact on neighborhoods - people activity and noise is great, but amplification fills the  Pick up brush more often
neighborhood
 More frequent brush pickup &/or yard waste
 recycling bins in Monona Parks
 Pool needs to be improved along the general attitude of the Parks and Rec Staff
 More soccer fields in our parks
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7. What are the top three to five things that frustrate you or
need to be fixed in the City of Monona?
Website
shape.
 Access to Monona government activities via the web. Alternative to view Council meetings  Could keep up better with street resurfacing (is adequate now, given cost constraints)
if don't have Charter service
 Street repair. It seems that one a street is redone, not more than a week or two before a
 I feel it's hard to find out what is happening. i.e., the blue park tree demolition and dredging
part is opened up for some reason.
issue comes to mind. It's hard to navigate the city website
 Some streets need to be improved.
 Overall city website, often confusing and hard to navigate
 Dean Street pot holes
 Slowness of the city in fully embracing technology, such as mediocre messy website, uneven Monona Drive
use of technology to communicate with residents, fees to pay bills online, can't buy some  I HATE that you have cut down so many of the beautiful big trees on Monona Dr.
things online.
 The constant drawn out construction of Monona Drive. It's ridiculous how long this takes.
 Website and lack of ability to find info
 Construction on Monona Dr. is taking forever, on most days very hard to get around!
 City website navigation (have to drill down several pages to get to basic information on
 Sidewalk off Monona drive and parallel
refuse/brush collection)
 The length of time of the construction project on Monona Drive
Chickens
 Pace of redevelopment of Monona drive buildings too slow
 Backyard chickens ought to be allowed, following the model of Madison, if not already so.  Monona drive construction
 Chickens should be explicitly allowed within city limits.
 The road signs on Monona Dr. The tall brick ones blocking the view of the road when your
 chickens aren't legal
trying to pull out.
 Lack of ordinance allowing backyard chickens
 Finish Monona drive
Street Lighting (21)
 Lack of a wide sidewalk on Monona Dr between Winnequah and the businessman's club
 We need to improve street lighting or at least put lights where there are none.
 Run down, irreverent businesses on Monona Drive
 Lack of adequate street lighting
 The appearance of businesses along Monona Drive in the phase 3 area.
 Street Lighting in neighborhoods, besides main streets
 Upgrade Monona Dr. architecturally, we need more good restaurants and a real
 Streetlights shine into the houses.
"downtown".
 Lack of adequate street lighting
 Traffic control (speed) on Monona Drive and some side streets (Owen Road, Nichols, Frost
 Improve street lighting - long stretches without lighting
Woods
 Traffic Lights/ Issues
Sidewalks (61)
 The signal lights on Broadway need to be sensor-ed so that you do not have to wait so long  lack of sidewalks & bike lanes
while no one is coming from the opposite direction.
 Lack of sidewalks
 Need traffic light at Monona Dr and Femrite Dr.
 Not having sidewalks almost turned my husband away from moving here
 Stoplights at intersections best served by roundabouts
 As streets are rebuilt, sidewalks should be installed.
 Cars running red lights along Monona Dr
 I would like to see more residential sidewalks.
 The stoplight on Monona Drive & Owen could be flashing red on certain times of the day for  No sidewalks on Winnequah Rd
those turning left onto Monona Drive- the line gets LONG
 Sidewalks - in the winter a white line on the street won't slow down/stop a sliding car. This
 The signal light at WPS on Broadway needs to be flashing yellow more. Why does it turn
scares me.
red on the weekends????
 SIDEWALKS!!!! I hate that my kids walk to school in the street!
Streets (41)
 Sidewalks, or lack thereof
 Street maintenance of some side streets
Taxes and User Fees (28)
 Dean Avenue Poor Street
 The relatively high property taxes
 Poorly maintained streets
 High Taxes
 the gravel we patch our streets with is annoying. I don't understand why we don't re-pave  Taxes to High
for a smoother road. I hate driving over that stuff when it's fresh.
 Property Taxes are too high!
 Plant more Trees on Dean Avenue and the other streets in Monona. Trees have not been  High taxes, but the things above not being done.
replaced.
 High water bills
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 Condition of some city streets. Dean and Femrite and some other local streets are in poor

7. What are the top three to five things that frustrate you or
need to be fixed in the City of Monona?
Police
 I do not think the city officials realize that volunteering as a Fire/EMS person has a
 Less arrogance from the police force.
monetary cost
 Police need to patrol the school zone more
 New fire apparatus
 Police promptness to resident calls
 Need a volunteer Fire Chief
 Inefficiency of protective services (police, fire).
 not enough fire fighters
 More police presence, community outreach for safety programs
 Fire department is "over grown" compared to need for services
 More police presence around the parks, especially at night (maybe on bikes?)
Snow Removal (9)
 More enforcement/police presence at Bourbon Street
 Snow plows plowing you in after you spent 1 hour shoveling your apron.
 The police issue citations for just about every contact they have, esp. with young people;  Snow removal practices - pushing over 10 feet of snow in residents lawns is
a little more restraint would be better.
unacceptable; how about snow REMOVAL?
 Police enforcement is more social work oriented than protection oriented
 Snow plowing not always done in a timely manner during or after snow storm.
 Police cars left running/idle while parked/empty
 Understaffed snow plowing
 Remove the Police Lieutenant from Riding a Bicycle around all the time and especially in  Better snow removal for all streets
the winter. That is a waste of Tax Payer Money.
 People who don't move cars in snow emergencies
 No noticeable, regular police patrols along lakefront and neighboring parking lots at
 Excessive, repeated unnecessary snowplowing.
night
 Keep snow removed and enforce such policy's
 The Police enforcing traffic laws all the time on Monona Dr. and hardly ever on the back  Poor snow removal
streets. Has the efforts made any difference or is it done only for the extra revenue.
Transit (20)
 Bike and Pedestrian Lanes (73)
 I wish that the Monona Transit had a later AM run into Madison/campus everyday. 8:10
 Some way to safely bike with my young children along Winnequah drive.( a bike lane??)
is too early to be the last run of the morning.
 More designated walk and bike lanes
 No bus service. Monona transit is very poor. Renegotiate with Madison Metro
 Extend walk/bike lanes along entire Winnequah Road
 Public transportation (33)
 Bikers who ride next to each other and don't obey signs
 VERY Poor public transportation system
 bike riders not following rules, not staying bike lanes, 2/3 wide in road
 Lack of public transportation connecting to the greater Madison area.
 Remove dangerous sidewalk bump outs on bike path on Winnequah
 Transit - integrate with Madison so more than just a.m and p.m. service but keep express
 Bicyclists on Winnequah need to stay in the bike lane, especially when is goes up to the
buses
reddish part
 Transportation options especially to/from Madison
 Bike lanes for kids so they can safely get to school
 Having to get on/off of Para transit buses at Walgreens - 108 Cottage Grove Road (I live
 Painted bike/walking lanes on busier streets. Esp. for the Lake Monona Bike Loop
on Monona Drive)
 Lack of bike lanes
 Better public transportation.
 Bike lanes would be nice but not a must
 Lack of mass transit options outside of commuting to/from downtown. To thrive,
Fire Department
Monona needs to be a city where a person can live without a car.
 More on site staffing for the Fire Department
 Lack of affordable, all day, public transportation
 Need more full time fire/ems personnel
 Access to City of Madison public transportation system - the Monona Transit schedule
 Fire station needs improvements/ bays dirty and out of date
and service doesn't really work for me
 Poor Fire/EMS station,
 Access to public transportation
 Disconnect between volunteers Fire/EMS and city officials, not enough interaction
 More fire department full time staff
 Fire response time to the Monona Library (generally 3-5 minutes to cross the street)
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8. If you were king or queen for the day and time, money, and/or resources were unlimited, what are
the one or two things you would change about the City of Monona government?
Citizens would make improvements or rebuild City buildings (police, fire,
Community Center, City Hall, etc)

I would reduce the rent on new apartments, and provide extra screening to
allow only high quality residents into the newly built reduced rent places.

A new Public Safety Building on Monona Drive for
Fire/EMS/Police/Dispatch.

Build a new City Hall and Community Center

Build a new Community Center and offer more programs to our Community
and other Communities

New Fire Station which is properly located

Expand the library

build a new firestation

New police and fire station

Update/build a new police and fire building

do Monona Drive redevelopment systematically rather than piecemeal, for
example the new apts on the drive next to the two distressed properties to
the south.

Move the fire department to the main artery, Monona Drive

New Fire Station

New Public Safety Campus.

Would move Police/Fire to Monona Dr & build a Community ctr & Parking
ramp by pool/library

Better city buildings

Build a new Police/Fire/City hall.

Make it easier to work with planning commission, not flexible seem like
they want stop all growth in Monona

make sure projects are supervised to make sure they are done to
specification, eg, the dream park shelter fiasco and the dredging project
problems.

New Fire & Police Station

new fire station

new fire truck

New Police Station

Rebuild our Central City Services buildings and that portion of Winnequah
Park. They are all gems, but aging.

Citizens would like better commuting options such as increasing the bus service
or linking it to Madison Metro.

Allow Madison Metro busses to stop on Monona Drive

All day and frequent bussing into downtown Madison.

Comprehensive bus service

Connect Monona with Madison Metro, have frequent public transportation
from morning to evening.

tie into Madison's bus system

The non-residential rates for our Monona Community Pool are too
low/similar to our residential rates to belong to the community pool.
Cottage Grove and other neighboring cities do not pay Monona tax dollars.
Why do CG residents get a reduced rate?

City of Madison Metro bus service through Monona

public transportation within city & surrounding communities

Public transportation that easily connect to Madison bus system

Increase the bus services

Must have better public transportation

Ditch Monona Transit for Madison Metro

better mass transit - fees are too high

Round-the-clock bus service running every 20 minutes on routes that were
thorough enought that they required no more than an eight-minute walk.

A reduced rate 9 month/academic bus pass (instead of a year long one)
most people ride their bikes in the summer to work.

Better bus service ie part of Madison metro again

Better transportation options for people without cars

Improve Monona Transit: Reduce fare, shorten headways, and
accommodate bikes.

Improve public transit in Monona city limits and increase bus service to
Madison.

Improve transit options for all of Monona residents

Make busses free for state workers (Metro service is already free)
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8. If you were king or queen for the day and time, money, and/or resources were unlimited, what are
the one or two things you would change about the City of Monona government?
Citizens would like better communication as to what is going on in the city and
what direction the city is headed.

provide more information to residents about what's happening with
decision making via email

city needs to do a better job of communicating with citizens--how about a
newsletter?

establish an on-line interactive "wish list" similar to Madison's, to help
inform and engage citizens in priority setting

More marketing to let people know what's going on. Social media

Cleaner and easier to comprehend and navigate the Monona website
(there's good info on it, but it's hard to find)

Encourage more people to be part of the process. Join committees. It
seems to be the same people.

council meetings not available to public except charter tv

more communication with residents on projects and residential concerns

Greater awareness of the city and all it has to offer

I would address the care and keeping of our beaches; they are such a
wasted community resource!

BETTER ADVERTISE BIDDING ON CITY PROJECTS

Implement a clear communication plan/system for regular communication
with the community - newsletter?

Publish city meeting agendas more openly and invite public to participate.
Citizens would like more/different programs available.

Create more community outreach to focus programs on elderly safety, safe
children practices - from basic "stranger danger" to cyber safety

Have more events for teenagers

Build opportunities for elderly and young families to blend together in
parks, outdoors (e.g., create a sense of extended community "family")

Add more things for the seniors

Citizens have ideas on how the city could develop and improve areas in Monona.

Make Monona Drive look better. Most businesses are old and not up to
date.

New Public Safety Building

new fire station

Clean up residences on W. Broadway facing the water so traffic on Beltline
can view a newer, more consistent lakeside living which would attract new
residents to Monona

Just a quick thought, many young families are moving to the area. Since
there is no real way to build new housing in Monona, families move into
houses that are old and dated and many are in need of updating. It would
be interesting if there were either city loans or programs which families
could apply for to receive significantly discounted interest rates for home
projects. It would bring trades work to the area and allow families to take
pride in their newly remodeled homes.

Have the City hire, or contract with, an architect that property owners could
use, for free or for a small fee, to see what is possible in terms building
additions/remodeling to encourage more of these to take place to increase
the number of homes that better accommodate kids.

Make grant money available for eco-friendly home improvements

Mark t stops and five way intersections

Bridge over the Tecumseh lagoon to allow kayaks and canoes to use
Winnequah park from the lakes

Buy all the dilapidated apartments just off of Monona Drive, like behind the
McDonalds and by the bowling alley, and redevelop

One day will not make any difference--need a better articulated long range
plan that we all can understand
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8. If you were king or queen for the day and time, money, and/or resources were unlimited, what are
the one or two things you would change about the City of Monona government?
Citizens would like dog friendly areas.

Create a dog park

dogs allowed in parks

Dog Park. Why not?

Add a dog park

dog park and dog day at pool at end of season

Have a dog park or area where they can go for exercise and socialization

would have dog park with lake front access



Citizens recognize the need to bring in more business and create an environment
to bring in citizens from other communities to shop and eat in Monona.

I would work more on bringing businesses, large and small and a variety,
into Monona.

Create a downtown area where you can park and walk to a range of cafes
and shops

attract some high end businesses-eg restaurant, theater, boutiques,
specialty stores.

Design a more welcoming and accommodating downstairs area to the
Public Library

Offer more incentives to get businesses to come to Monona.

I'd like Monona to be a destination place - good restaurants, specialty
shops, bookstore, community events, festivals, farmers' market, - places to
rent bikes & kayaks.

City center by near library, city hall, police station

make Winnequah Park, library, community center, pool, city hall the center
of town - a destination. charming eateries an local shop or two in the area..

Emphasize planning and money to acquire property and create vibrant
commercial districts within the city, more small urban feel

Have an area to congregate. Coffee, grocery, shopping.

Keep improving appearance, mix of business and residences along
Broadway both e and w of Monona Dr.

Downtown appeal to attract a variety of people





















Create a downtown plaza - a destination. Too much of the feel of Monona is
that of a corridor.
small grocery or coffee shops in the residential areas that are within about 4
blocks of most residents
Adding a City Center and Commercial District
Better local restaurants / higher end shopping / entertainment
Stronger new business development.
a grocery store on Monona drive
Continue to revitalize Monona Drive. Remove unused buildings. Continue to
promote new business.
Convert old fire department into shops and restaurants.
Do something about the awful looking businesses on the Drive
I would add more money for businesses and residential properties to
upgrade their buildings
I would organize the food carts to meet for one night in Winnequah parking
lot.
I'd create a special cross-departmental office to focus on Minoan's areas of
highest need, down near Broadway, and resource those areas with a vibrant
community center offering comprehensive child and family services, new
local businesses offering great job opportunities, a great school in walking
distance, etc. My goal would be to create a great life in Monona for these
residents in a way that would benefit safety and prosperity for the entire
city.
Invite more retail boutique stores to open up
locate a quality sit-down restaurant on Monona Drive - lunch & dinner
Put a Culvers on Monona Drive.
Relocate the fire department to Nichols and have a real Downtown Monona
- shops, cafes, restaurants, etc.
Tie btw neighborhood roads and Monona Drive businesses. Attract better
development! Some great places in the area are real treasures (Crema,
Kens, Bait Shop, Village Pedaler, Menards, etc) and we need a lot more.
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8. If you were king or queen for the day and time, money, and/or resources were unlimited, what are
the one or two things you would change about the City of Monona government?

Citizens like the library and community center, but have suggestions on how
improve them and make them more community friendly.

I would increase funding to the library. The library is a Monona gem. It
addresses the community’s need for a place to meet, a place to learn, a
place to connect, and a place that’s relevant to toddlers through seniors.
Library staff is stretched thin and funding for essential services and
programming needs to be supported by the city.

Our Parks and Rec add so much quality of life to our town, it would be
wonderful to expand by adding some night time cafe/bistro type "business"
near the Community Ctr. and library

update pool and community buildings, repair infrastructure as needed,
maintain schools

better fund library staffing, enhancement programming for all ages and
facility supports and upgrades

Year round pool

tap dancing lessons for adults at community center or library

New Community Center.

Get focused back on family and not seniors.

Beautiful new Community Center (on par with the Library)

Upgraded community center and pool grounds

Maybe make the community center bigger, with more daily recreation
programs, possibly a fitness area, at low, affordable costs to Monona
citizens.

Remodel Community Center

Demolish the community center and build a combined senior center and
community center to be proud of

keep improving the youth recreation, the kids are the future.

I would like MORE yoga classes in Monona!

build a coffee/meeting shop across from library!

update Community Center

additional class times for rec programs.

Build a new community center and public safety building

Size and scope of community educational services and programs

more programs after 6 pm for adults



























I would build a better community center with a updated pool and a splash
pad.
Dedicated Senior Center (or active mature center)
I would build a new senior center that would have space to for more
programs and for senior meals thus freeing up the current community
center.
Better programs in library
Remodel the community center
Add more classes for adults as well as Kids.
Update community center
Bring back all the wonderful rec programs that used to be offered to
Monona kids during the summer. Lots is still offered, but not enough.
Add more and cheaper rec programs especially for adults and teens
More kids programs during the winter months
More cultural events/opportunities.
I would enlarge the Community Center and increase the number of
programs offered.
Upgrade library facilities (entry way, RFID book drop, etc)
Rec center and pool mega center
I would create a museum (even if just a room in the community center) that
has lots of old photos of Monona and other artifacts. There are tiny towns
in WI that have museums so it surprises me that Monona doesn't have
anything.
I would construct a new public safety center
Give the library a massive cash infusion :)
New building for city hall/comm center
Would like to see more going on near the Library/Dream Park like a
Memorial Union or Union South type experience. Local quality food vendors
available down there would be awesome.
A open gym for kids not in school
add to community center a gym for toddler to adult use
All programs offered to City residents to be lower cost for all the kids
programs.
An improved Community Center with a gym and work out facility.
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8. If you were king or queen for the day and time, money, and/or resources were unlimited, what are
the one or two things you would change about the City of Monona government?
Citizens feel Monona could be more environmental.

Make the city more sustainable

I would build a plant to turn waste into energy

Join forces with clean lakes initiatives is Madison to keep the lakes clean

Have one more week a year for brush pick up

Constant snow removal as it is snowing.

Pick up recycling every week

Add extra brush pickup - at least one extra collection / year

Buy hybrid city vehicles

Assistance to residents for upkeep of trees; removal of old, planting of new,
discounted arborist fees, beautification grants for residents

Plant more curbside trees

We would 'green' entire city so much that not a drop of dirty storm water
would reach our lakes.

More frequent brush pickup and pickup for yard waste.

Make Lake Monona sparkling clear!!!!

Host an electronics collection event

Continued environmental programs to keep lakes clean

Sand instead of salt---protect the lakes

I would buy large cisterns for the community garden and residents who
want them for rain water.

Create a recycle center/drop off site for waste and recyclables

more frequent brush pickup

Offer incentives programs for solar hot water and photovoltaic systems

Be more vocal and active in regards to lake level and keeping it at such a
level that Monona residents can use it!

I would declare a day in Spring for house and yard cleaning and have an
unlimited trash day!!!

Funding to The Natural Step Monona (or other enviro education group) to
get residents on board with resource use and misuse

I'd create a department devoted to preserving the natural treasures of our
bodies of water and resource it to the hilt.

all stormwater would be treated before discharge to the Yahara chain. city
contracts would NOT be awarded to construction companies that cannot
seem to follow the rules

Recycling pick up weekly

Recycling bins in parks

I would make every building solar






























Free pickup and disposal of furniture, appliances, etc.
Expand recycling program: weekly recycling pick up and offer organic waste
(composting) option
Become a beacon of a sustainable community.
More frequent (weekly) recycling pick-up
I'd like to see a collection station where we could recycle many hard to
recycle items that cannot go in bins
Brush pick-up more often. Some have it out for months and it looks bad
plus kills the grass
Make recycling pick-up every week
Ban pesticides and fertilizers to keep the lake clean
Brush Collection and site improvement
Compost bins
Curbside composting!
Divert all storm water from lake Monona!
Energy efficiency programs that are free or low cost.
Environmental concerns
Free large item pickup
Have brush pick up happen more frequently
having compost/food scaps picked up with garbage/recyclables
I would set up a grant/loan program for homeowners to go solar
Increase the frequency of brush and leaf pick-up schedule.
Make the entire city reliant primarily on Solar/wind energy starting with
government buildings
Monona would be completely self-sustaining, sustainable, and waste-free.
No impact Monona!
operate self powered through solar and wind
Rain gardens along the lake and streets
Remove storm water fee from water bill since most storm sewers discharge
in lakes and have no treatment expense
Use of chemical sprays on the parks should be stopped. No one knows the
long term affect of chemicals and there is an epidemic of autism and
sensory issues. Environmental toxicity is suspected as the cause. Many
people I know don't want their kids running through and rolling in sprayed
grass.
weekly recycle pick up
Garbage pick up expansion
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8. If you were king or queen for the day and time, money, and/or resources were unlimited, what are
the one or two things you would change about the City of Monona government?

Citizens are concerned with the housing and affordability of housing in Monona.

Worry less about sidewalks/bikes and more about education, development
(where appropriate), and housing (especially moderate income)

Keep low income housing at minimum ( probably not politically correct,
sorry)

better first time homebuyer assistance programs (down payment
assistance, loans, etc.)

A housing program with HUD to bring more families in the Monona area

I would give money to home improvement

Better loan programs to improve homes which would attract families

Allow variances to homeowners

Continue programs to encourage mix of housing including for families

Emphasis on retaining and recruiting diverse families to live in Monona

Give the residents a break from any construction for 3 years, and give some
of that money back to the citizens for use only to pay bills or improve their
current home or apartment. (under a certain income limit however)

I would go around and give out money to those that need to update their
homes.

Monona looks old. Do something to help residents clean up/remodel their
houses.

more family owned housing, cut back the renting out of houses

Offer low to no-interest loans to homeowners to improve, update, expand
their homes

Strict Inspection of Rental Single Family Homes (Institute Occupancy Permit
Program)

Citizens offer suggestions on utilizing the lake better.

quality of Monona Lake for swimming, fishing and boating

Drain Lake Monona, kill the weeds and fill it back up again. Ban motorized
boats.

I would ridge or dig out Squaw Bay so the ENTIRE bay wa 6' deeper in
middle and 3' to 4' deeper to the shore!!!!

Boat rental at Schluter(?) (bait shop) beach

I would buy a dozen or more of the houses on the shoreline of the lake/bay
and tear them down (maybe the giant ones that block the view from their
neighbors), and I would create more access for non-shoreline residents.
The space of two or three houses for each new park/lake access. And
perhaps offer/assign one each to the elementary school, the middle school,
and the HS and provide funds to support the faculty/staff/parent
volunteers/student groups to create landscaping that included some edible
trees/bushes/plants many, most or all natives, and some large boulders as
sitting and climbing areas, and kayak/canoe storage and access for easy putins so students (and citizens) could have water learning and training and
maybe even do science projects on water quality.....

City boat rentals to get out on the lake

Clean the lakes so everyone can go swimming, instead of building pools.

Beautiful large park on water with boat rentals

Better access for everyone to the lake

Buy out Belle Isle residents and return the area to wetland.

Ensure weed cutters keep Upper Mud and Yahara River weed free

permanent public docks on all the streets that end in the lake.

Retention Ponds \ Clean Beaches\Waterways for kids to swim at.

We have beautiful lakes and we need to invest in them

Strict Enforcement of Unsightly Properties
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8. If you were king or queen for the day and time, money, and/or resources were unlimited, what are
the one or two things you would change about the City of Monona government?
Citizens like the library and community center, but have suggestions on how
improve them and make them more community friendly. (continued)

better classes in rec. dept.

build an amphitheater in Winnequah park for music venues

Build or remodel the City Hall add Lighting to the Dream park fields for night
time rec use

Develop an Community art program to showcase local talents with
sculptures in parks and on city property.

Expand Monona Public Library & Library Services

expand recreation classes

Expand the recreation dept- they do a great job with limited staff and
budget, increase the budget

I would build an athletic center inside the community building, or next to it
or across from the library

Improve the Community Center

increase library budget

Increase neighborhood/community spirit - block parties?

Increase recreational offerings for families with young children

Keep the library open for longer hours again. It is the best run government
operation, they should take over the post office.

Kill all GEESE and have a Community Picnic. Proceeds used to fund
additional events or needs.

Make community program directors more accountable to the community

Mobile library that stops at senior housing, low income housing and at
different places around the community.

More activities focus on younger couples. Programs seem to focus on
elderly and families only

More dance classes

More for the youth or family

More programs for kids that accommodate working parents' schedules

More rec programs for adults.

more support for rec dept

New community center/ fire department/ upgrade the pool.










new community center
New community center
New or updated Community Center
Offer a place for our children to be able to hang out after school and on
weekends to help keep them out of trouble
Offer more community & recreation programs and for free
Offer outreach classes for adults (MATC/ UW Extenston) in the schools - so
taxpayers can enjoy the new facilities.
totally revamp community center- add a coffee shop, bakery...something
that would make a central location for community interaction
Update community center facilities (current facility is a bit dated)

Citizens would like more resources for seniors.

Better services for the elderly

I would also develop a Monona senior campus to include Frost Woods and
Heritage and all the land in between. It would include more senior housing
(Monona needs this desperately), a drug store, a coffee shop and a walking
path.

I would devote more resources to the Senior Center.

I would like the Senior Center to take over Maywood School.
Citizens would like a more user friendly website.

Wire Monona - Offer city wide wireless and wired internet service

The city website is a mess. I'd overhaul it and make community information
and resources WAY more easily accessible and understandable.

Modernize the website for the city and link its refresh to a social media
strategy

Pay water bill online

Up date technology, computer servers, Public safety needs such as Police
Officers
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8. If you were king or queen for the day and time, money, and/or resources were unlimited, what are
the one or two things you would change about the City of Monona government?
Citizens have suggestions on how to improve parks and/or pool.

re-development of Schulter Beach park and beach

Upgrade all park signs to the new format like Woodland Park

Build a Splash Pad/Park

A stand-alone senior center with ample parking, private office for director,
volunteer mngt staff and maintenance on-site during all office hours

Continue to improve parks, rec programs to bring in families to the
community.

Keep the pool open through the Labor Day weekend & then on the
following 2 weekends

Longer season for the outdoor pool.

Create a splash pad!

the parks would be beautiful - bathrooms, lawns, additional sports fields
(lacrosse!),walking paths....

create splash park for kids and up grade pool

A splash park

improve park/area by Rutabega's, could be very nice area instead of just
trashy looking and it still gets a lot of use

soccer fields and an ice rink

Get a sprinkle park like Middleton has (allen drive)

Add a music venue with food/beverage service and landscaped with
botanical style garden in Winnequah Park

more festivals with food/wine/crafts like a Monona Fest

I'd put in a splash park and some community gardens

Shluter Beach park and public lake access (e.g., Coldsprings). Schluter Beach
is a frequent stopping point for visitors of Monona and it's just a sad place
and a sad image to leave people with.

Even more parks and recreation (and budget..)

Add a sprinkler park

I would open a family friendly cafe/bar/Barriques-style in the parking lot
just south of Dream Park near the lagoon.

build a new water park/aquatic center

Buy one or both of the lots adjacent to Wyldhaven Park so that us residents
























of lesser means can enjoy the beautiful view from a more appropriately
sized park.
nice park by the lake
Outdoor ice rink by the bait shop that can be maintained by flooding.
Winterize the lagoon shelter house for ice skaters.
make all the pocket parks more inviting
Better care of the open spaces throughout the City. Parks and medians are
in horrible condition
I would add more staff to work on parks and city properties
additional money to maintain our parks and streets
Continue improving the parks/pool/activities for the kids
I'd hire employees to check the children's parks for glass and dangerous
debris daily.
Utilize Nichols and Winnequah space for nighttime programs and events.
Would upgrade all parks, shelters and add gardens, ponds flowers and
usable areas and infrastructure
More city recreation program for kids, adults, and Seniors
extend pool hours and days
open the pool for longer
zero-depth area for pool.
would love to see a splash pad/free outdoor summer space for families to
go
A splash park next to the public pool and tennis courts.
an indoor water park
Build an indoor pool complex with SALT water and more health club style
amenities
Expand pool, build splash park
keep the city pool open longer and earlier each season
Splash Park
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8. If you were king or queen for the day and time, money, and/or resources were unlimited, what are
the one or two things you would change about the City of Monona government?
Citizens would improve the roads.

Add streetlights.

make streetlights light down rather than out

issue resident only parking passes to residents of Wallace and Shoreacres
road (N of Dean)

zero potholes

Better roads

I would put speed bumps on Frostwoods between Bridge and Winnequah
past the ball diamond, it's a huge cut through and kids are always playing
there

better roads

Accelerate street resurfacing program.

Move to Monona Drive so it's more visible.

Upgrade Monona Drive

Road Maintenance with bike lanes

Fix the work that was done on Winnequah that allows parking. It was crazy
then and is crazy now.

2 lane ramp from South Towne to John Nolen exit.

Add underground heating under the roads to melt snow and ice

better dpw equipment

Better street repair

fix side streets

fix the streets

Fix the Streets

Magically make the roads never get potholes

Setup a street cleaning schedule so people wouldn't park when the machine
goes by.

Speed enforcement/especially Monona Drive

Turn Monona Drive into the new Monroe Street

Citizens do not like the current school system.

Find away to support our neighborhood schools, without bankrupting the
citizens.

Keep Maywood school open as a K-2.

A junior high school for Monona.

Build a junior high in Monona.

Wish children didn't have to be bused to C.G.

Use Nichols school!! beautiful building, could be for public programming or
government services

I would have all the schools in our community

more students for our schools, so nichols and maywood had our students
again

provide more for schools

More resources for schools

Middle school right down the street. not in CG.

increased funding for schools

additional money for schools

I'd make it so Monona Grove Schools would never need to worry about
money.

more money to schools

Have our own School District

Get a new Board of Education President

Best schools in the nation

divide school systems

have a monona middle school

have middle school in Monona

I would fix the above three things that frustrate me and give unlimited
funds to the schools

Increase MG HS four year college attendance rate

Let Cottage Grove pay for their own students--lower property taxes!

Make the School Board more responsive to the community

Put more money into our schools, keep them in Monona!

restore school budgets

Scholarships and financial help for any young people that need it!

separate Monona from Cottage Grove and create two school districts.

There would be preschool/4k options for working families that build a sense
of community with other school aged families, supported working parents.
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8. If you were king or queen for the day and time, money, and/or resources were unlimited, what are
the one or two things you would change about the City of Monona government?
Citizens would like more/better sidewalks and bike paths.

establish a city-based insurance pool/coop for residents and companies that
are in the city. construct intercity bike and rail lines between Monona and
cottage grove

I'd put sidewalks on all the streets

Bike paths and sidewalks

pedestrian paths or sidewalks in more of town

widen Winnequah Road to provide a wider bike lane and separate
pedestrian lane

Build and maintain more extensive system of residential, neighborhood
sidewalks

I have secured an easement on the lake front and would have a public
walkway around the entire Lake Monona

More sidewalks

add more sidewalks

Places to walk/jog

curbed sidewalks

Move all the buildings on Monona Drive to front the drive with parking
behind so the drive was more pedestrian friendly

Sidewalks everywhere, streets don't have to be so wide

Adding sidewalks and more bike lanes!

I would install sidewalks!

I would put sidewalks in on one side of all the streets on all the streets in
Monona like the one on Healy.

Add more bike/walking paths w strength training stations (check out
neighborhood by ABS in Deforest)

Sidewalks on major road

Sidewalk and Bike Lanes everywhere

More off street trails running everywhere

All Concrete and Side Walks for all.

Have Bicycle Stations in Monona (which hook up with Madison Bicycle)

Repair streets in need of maintenance, add safe bike/walking lanes and/or
sidewalks on busy streets

sidewalks more bike rules.

more bike lanes

Would add Sidewalks




























Add more sidewalks
Add sidewalks to the hole city
Add sidewalks.
Build more off street bike paths - such as along Monona Drive and
Winnequah.
Build more sidewalks and/or pathways (and accept that you will just have to
take the heat for it).
Build sidewalks
Have sidewalks for children to bike.
Heated sidewalks
I would put a bike lane in on Winnequah Road all the way from Monona
Drive to Bridge Road
I would put a walking path in Winnequah Park so that people had a place to
enjoy the lagoon and not walk in there road..
I'd build a beautiful lakeshore park with fountains, walking and bike paths,
swimming and boats
make Monona Drive a destination for bikes and pedestrians - sidewalk
cafe's, art shops, independent businesses, etc.
More sidewalks
More sidewalks
nice bike lanes all around this part of the lake for people to utilize
Put in a paved path around winnequah park that is wide enough for skaters
and walkers to use and that could be used for kids events
put in more sidewalks
Put more sidewalks in to make Monona a more walk able/green city and
more safe.
safer walking at night, we might have to get sidewalks someday or at least
street lights
sidewalks
sidewalks
Sidewalks along every street.
Sidewalks with curb and gutter on ALL streets
Sidewalks.
streets and main city roads: bike lanes on major streets, more sidewalks and
better mass transit access
Tear out the sidewalks on Winnequah Rd.
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8. If you were king or queen for the day and time, money, and/or resources were unlimited, what are
the one or two things you would change about the City of Monona government?

Citizens would like to see some changes in current staffing.

Full-time building inspector

Building inspector should be full-time

more full time fire/ems employees

I can't say my encounters with city employees have been impressive. We
are fortunate to have our elected officials.

pay for on call firefighters

More maintenance staff

Merge police and fire with Madison - efficiency, training, career
opportunities for employees

I would join the Madison bus, fire and rescue system

Increase police presence

Too many committees

Double the Monona Library staff

Verify that fire and public safety departments have the staffing, equipment
and training they need to effectively and safely perform their jobs.

Payed on call Fire/EMS responses.

More neighborhood patrol

Reduce city staff by 1/3 and demand more accountability and productivity

Change the new brick street signs

Add staff at city hall, they need more help

More police presence in busy, unsafe areas

more variety in candidates for public office

Add staff

Good pay and benefits for all city employees!

Add a skilled staff person to assist with park space use planning and
development of shelter space

Fewer police officers

Cops that people fear

Council members who have the desire to visit departments to see what is
going on every once in a while.

County would run the ambulance svc and we would have a completely
volunteer fire dept/share w/ neighbors

get rid of the people who think they know everything. Too much book
smart, not enough common sense.

I would ask the government officials to, not sweat the little things and
concentrate on the bigger pictures.

Increase staffing for all City Departments

Limit the number of terms that government personal can have. The city is
being run my an aging group.

Make it less politically bias

Making sure we recognize the wonderful City employees. I feel they are not
appreciated as much as they should be.

More full time firefighters

more police

Not enough staff

sensitivity training for police department

When we lived in Madison, our alders were involved in neighborhood
associations. We had spaghetti dinners and pancake breakfasts and our
alder came to talk with us about issues and how to get involved and to
listen to our concerns. I would like to see that kind of community
involvement between alders and neighborhood associations.
Citizens are concerned with how money is being spent.

Ensure city constructions projects are bid out to keep costs down

Lower property taxes

With unlimited resources I would lower everybody's property taxes.

Erase everyone's property taxes for one year.

lower taxes

Reduce debt burden

Lower the price of water

Remove Public Fire Protection fee from water bill and fund it through
property taxes, as it should be

Reduce the debt

QUIT PAYING HUGE ARCHITECTURAL FEES,

fewer programs and services and lower property taxes

Nothing. Continue to be prudent and control taxes to keep the masses
happy

Stop giving out TIF monies like chicklets.

I don't want anyone to ignore the expenses of any proposal.

Keep taxes to a minimum.
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8. If you were king or queen for the day and time, money, and/or resources were unlimited, what are
the one or two things you would change about the City of Monona government?
Other suggestions from the citizens.

city-wide internet

Try and get more neighborhood get together for neighbors to meet.

Turn around the bad neighborhoods in Monona - this area is very unsafe
and scary... and there IS spillover into other parts of our town

No suggestions

don't know

Absolute Enforcement of all Vehicles and Bikes within city, Harsh penalties
for Violations and ARROGANCE.

I would build a castle for myself on Lake Monona.

Nothing. We have great maintenance services and don't need any more
programs!

Seems to be working pretty well.

we are an excellent city to live and retire in. No additions or changes that
aren't already being done

Run cable and internet instead of AT&T or Charter

Eliminate section 8 housing

I would form a group of people that would get together and seriously try to
solve the the issue of unsightly property. We would tackle issues as simple
as people leaving their recycle and garbage containers sitting in their from
yards. Put them out of sight. There are so many things that could be done
that don't cost anything other than a little energy.

make them better known

honestly, I don't know enough about the city to answer this yet. I've only
been a resident for about 9 months.

One would have to take a hard overall review before any said changes.

clarify and enforce barking dog rules

Election of Alders by district.

free boat rides!

streets

I wouldn't. People in this region really get upset when you change things
without proper notice.

Make the community look like a well maintained community that makes us
proud

I don't know of anything

get rid of the new giant houses on the lake - they don't fit in with the
neighborhoods

? There is so much I LIKE about Monona and think you are doing so much


























good, it's hard to think of more improvements...
I think Monona does an excellent job....probably just see what the
Police/fire department needed to meet their needs
for my purposes, the government programs and services that I use work
fine.
make a drop in food pantry available in Monona one or two nights a week
similar to the Lussier Center in Madison
Free municipal WiFi
More structured outreach to residents who have disabilities and related
needs
New citizen members on committees and commissions.
Find additional ways to share our extensive community assets with those
outside the community.
A "life assistance" program for lower income/unemployed to help develop
the skills they need to succeed. It is not always about more money to the
current educational system, but more creative programs that foster
success.
a commitment to make Monona model community in terms of being walk
able, sustainable and small biz friendly
a free fire extinguisher recharging program.
Beer in the drinking fountains?
Build a Death Star
Can't think of anything else
don't need more services - just maintain your good programs in existence
Enforce ordinances pertaining the number of garage sales held by a single
residence per year.
Free ice-cream for everyone!
Get people to clean up their yards
I like the fireworks they could be expanded
I would create a Hall of Fame where one citizen or former citizen per year
would be given that award. Perhaps the presentation would be at the
MGHS graduation ceremony each year.
more assistance to families in need and to the elderly -- what though I have
no clue but my heart goes out to them
Put all utilities underground in neighborhoods
Stronger neighborhood identity and city support for the same.
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9. What are the top 3 city issues / projects that need to be
addressed in the next 2 years?
Street repair (65)
Street Lighting
 Additional street lights are needed throughout Monona
 Better lighting on residential streets
 Better street lighting on our major residential streets
 Improved lighting on side streets.
 More/better lighting on side streets
 Neighborhood sidewalks/lights
 Blight
 Blight on Monona drive across f HS
 Blight removal on Monona Drive and Bridge Road
 Blighted properties (people living in campers at LaBamba)
 People not maintaining their property
 Property appearance (allow inspector to give citations that are enforced on a timely
basis)
Businesses / Economic Development
 Bring more attractive businesses to Monona Drive
 Bring more business to Monona
 Bring in some BETTER restaurants- something a bit more upscale
 Bring more business to Monona Drive. Places that will encourage community.
 Bring nice sit down restaurants
 Bringing business' in to the area - filling up Monona Dr
 Bringing more independent businesses to Monona.
 Broadway and Bridge commercial areas
 Business attraction/retention
 Business recruitment and facade updating on Monona Drive
 Businesses across from high school need to be upgraded
 Businesses near Bridge Road need to be upgraded
 Clean up businesses near Bridge road and Broadway
 Clean up the vacant businesses on Monona Dr.
 Continue business clean up - appears of Monona Drive business
 Continue economic dev. efforts, to entire businesses here
 Continue to rebuild & upgrade our business districts - they are the backbone of our
property taxes - require very few services.
 Continued business development on Monona Drive (great job so far, by the way)
 Help businesses with marketing--so many come and go without one word of advertising
 Make Monona a destination in Dane County, help attract good, interesting businesses.
 updating the business facades on Monona Drive especially the north end
 Work on building a bigger local business base. Not tacky, but quality local businesses,

we're pretty big box heavy; think about extending a more grown up east side
entrepreurship onto Monona Drive.
 The city has got to bring in better businesses to Monona; it has been the worst part of
living here. There are no gift stores, no clothing stores. If it is trendy or fun Monona
won't have it. Time to get a good bakery and a good chain restaurant like Panera or the
Olive Garden. I know the residents want a brew pub.
 Attract development interest to key areas of Monona (Drive, Broadway, city hall area)
 Attract LOCAL retail/hospitality businesses to the neighborhood
Facilities
 Remodel Community Center
 Renovations on the community center
 Updating City facilities/Community center area
 Updating of the Community Center
 Upgrade community center
 Community Center (8)
 Build a new community center
 Build a new public safety center
 Build new Community Center, Police and Fire departments facilities.
 Building and equipment updates at library
 Continue the improvements to the city buildings and parks.
 Energy independence of government buildings (solar panels!)
 Modernize city hall/fire station. Building does not meet the standards required of
modern a Monona.
 Planning for new community center and public safety buildings
 Police & Fire departments together in a separate building
 Pool/community center renovation
 Replace decrepit bathroom buildings at several parks
 Sustainability of government buildings
 Update city buildings
 Update community center
 Use of city owned or school owned buildings
 Expand the senior center
 Find alternative spaces to hold senior programs
 New senior center
 Electronic Attendance System in Senior Center
 New police and fire station (7)
 Our police/fire station needs updating it appears from the outside
 Support fire and police services as needed.
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9. What are the top 3 city issues / projects that need to be
addressed in the next 2 years?
Parks
 Increase the quality of our water supply
 Upgrading more of our parks
 Lake levels and water quality.
 Continue to enhance parks facilities - year round - especially dream park - get that
 Lake pollution
winterized!
 Lake quality
 Continuing to find money to maintain roads, buildings, parks, pool, etc.
 Water quality in the lake/bay/channel - use of pesticides must end, especially along the
 Keeps our parks natural- Many of us are weary of projects and want the City to proceed
shoreline; this is not an individual resident option since it affects us all, much like the
cautiously in these still troubled economic times.( Actually, at all times)
smoking in hospitals effect....
 Keep-up the steady updates to our parks and recreation options.
 Water shed areas where they drain into the lake maintained many are neglected
 Local Parks should have community gardens
 Cleaning our local bodies of water and beaches
 Local Parks should include orchard trees
 Cleaning up the lakes and the weeds along the shoreline
 Parks and adjacent landowners - apply laws & rules to all
 Cleanliness of the water and beaches
 Parks need better rec facilities - basketball courts, lacrosse, batting cage,
Stormwater Management
 Parks need to be up dated
 Experiment with alternative stormwater management methods to evaluate their
 Parks well being
abilities to reduce impacts of more extreme weather events
 Keep the pool open- lets use what we have
 Improve storm water system to reduce sewage backup
 Salt water in the pool - look at the research of the negative effects of chlorine BLEACH as  Keep updating the storm sewer outfalls
a carcinogen
 Reduce surface runoff during storm events
 A Splash park next to the public pool.
 Restrict storm runoff and debris going directly into lake
Traffic Control
 Storm mains and outfall
 Too much traffic on Winnequah Rd, in Frost Woods area./Move the bike path to where it  Storm sewer upgrades to keep stuff out of the lakes
was during the repair of the road.
 Storm water outfalls
 Traffic control off main thoroughfares
 Storm water running directly into the lake
 Traffic control-Broadway use instead of Beltline-post "no thoroughfare" on roads
 Stormwater outfalls
between Femrite/Broadway-can go to Copps Ave instead of residential
 Beltline and Broadway traffic
 Beltline widened.
 Transit
 Increase public transit ridership
 Internal transit for ALL with regular scheduling 7 days a week. Bring back Madison Metro
or create similar.
 More transit options for residents with an agreement with Madison Metro on Monona
Drive
 Promote city transit more effectively
 Better transit options
 Improved public transportation within Monona proper and connecting directly with
Madison transit system
Water Quality
 Improvement of Lake Monona water quality (the work CLA has done has been great)
 Improving water run-off into the lakes.
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9. What are the top 3 city issues / projects that need to be
addressed in the next 2 years?
Housing
 Increase walk ability throughout Monona by adding sidewalks on major roads
 Affordable housing (4)
 Installation of speed control humps on Maywood Rd by the school crosswalk.
 Altering the housing stock to be more inclusive.
 Make Monona more walk able
 Construction of affordable, mixed use housing that includes designated units for senior  More sidewalks (19)
citizens - Section 42?
 More walk able commerce options - cafe, shops, restaurants, etc.
 Housing stock is getting old. Identify properties and perhaps connect to services to help  No more sidewalks! We have enough and walking on the street on side streets is fine
do upgrades, eg, a housing programs coordinator to do outreach
 Place to walk and or jog. off street
 Improve substandard housing areas
 Promotion of Bus and Bike options (Monona Shuttle/Bicycle)
 Lack of rental housing for folks with moderate or somewhat above moderate incomes  Ramp up bicycle education for bikers (especially young bikers) and bike awareness
 Replace some school properties with owner occupied denser housing that is kid friendly
efforts for drivers.
 Senior Housing - the waiting list at Heritage is very, very long.
 Resurface roads/bike lanes
 Sound barriers on beltline and investments in housing stock.
 The Winnequah Rd. bike ramps.
 Work with HUD or habitat for humanity in providing more affordable housing in Monona  Two way Bike Lanes on Schulter Rd \ Maywood Rd for kids biking to and from school.
 Improve the quality / stock of modern single family homes
 Work to extend bike lane beyond Olbrich and East Side Club to where it begins in road
Sustainability / Environment
after Cottage Gr Rd
 Participate in clean lake projects
Taxes/Budget/Debt
 Climate Change/Sustainability
 Helping keep taxes within reason
 Continue sustainability quest but broaden to include transit and storm water/lake
 Hold property taxes where they are.
discharge issues
 Hold taxes down, be frugal, yet make improvement, people like to know where there
 Sustainable operations
money goes
 Environmental issues
 Keep taxes as low as possible
 Establish a real bus system--good for the environment and for many older and other
 Keep the budgets and taxes under control.
folks who don't want to drive everyplace.
 Keeping our taxes reasonable without sacrificing current services.
 Brush Collection
 Keeping taxes to reasonable levels
 Brush and yard waste pickup frequency
 Lower taxes
 Brush Collection Site Improvement
 Property taxes
 Some type of cardkey system at public works for yard waste. Go there too many times  Reduce debt and taxes by cutting spending!!
and see brush and garbage. Issue card to residents, will keep people honest just the
 Taxes need to be reduced or increase lessened
illusion of being tracked. Also stop commercial mowers from dropping yard waste.
 Try to hold the property taxes steady for residents
 Accept brush at compost site
 Wise city budgeting/spending - keep taxes in check while maintaining great services
Walk ability/Bike/Pedestrian Walk ways
 Maintain timeline and budget for reminder of Monona Drive project
 Safety for the growing number of children walking and riding bikes to school
 Maintaining city services
 Safety when walking/biking
 Maintaining services
 A safe bike path through Monona/Remove dangerous sidewalk bump outs on bike path  Paying for services and up keep of parks, and roads.
on Winnequah
 Work with Madison to incorporate what they have to offer as far as city services: bus,
 Add more bike and walk lanes
fire and rescue
 Address the need to keep 'bikes off the sidewalks on the 'drive' and have them use the  Look into outsourcing some city services
Bike Lanes as they were designed for. Enforce the no bike on sidewalks and amend the  Reduce Spending / Tax Reduction
ord for the entire drive.
 Consider adding more sidewalks to make walking around Monona less risky
 Continue to increase sidewalks and bike lanes
 Incorporate sidewalks or walking paths through neighborhood
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